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ABSTRACT 

The focus of this autobiographicai narrative inquiry is about reflection. 

My method of leaming about reflection is through reflection. 1 have used 

writing, reflecting, re-writing and re-reflecting on/in every day lived experiences to 

assist me in developing an ever deepening understanding of what reflection can be 

and what can come of it. Many of the experiences which have contributed to this 

lcnowledge and awareness have come from rny daily occupational therapy practice. 

I have used narratives from my life and clinical practice to demonstrate my 

wonder, and my struggles in gaining insight into the nature, and the possibilities of 

reflection. These persona1 stories, also, illustrate what is required for reflection to 

move me into significant new ways of knowing and understanding. This way of 

leaming is in contrast to my previous professional education and leaming. 1 have 

closely examined my clinical practice through critically reflecting and calling into 

question beliefs, values and assumptions which underpin my everyday activities and 

interactions. 1 have, also, begun to discem historicai, political, social, economic and 

ethical forces which shape my practice. Thus, 1 have gained considerable personal 

and professionai awareness and understanding of the complexities of my everyday 

activities, and the complexities and multiple dimensions of reflection. Common 

themes, namely, fairness, justice, respect, caring, vulnerability and my persona1 stance 

have been highiighted by this critical reflection and are discussed in the text. The 

issue of responsibility (response-ability) is raised throughout the writing. 
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Remembering: Possibilities 

I was ecstatic when 1 discovered that 1 was one of the few junior level students 

fortunate enough to be chosen to complete a summer work expenence in one of the 

largest and most renowned work readiness programmes in the country. People who 

had been injured at work, particularly, in the dockyards or the coal mines were 

referred to this specialized centre to receive intensive rehabilitation which would 

assist in their return to their previous places of employment. This would be my first, 

long tenu, fulltime student placement-eight weeks of contuiuous clinical practice. 

At last, d e r  a year of studying, I would have the chance to work with patients. The 

opportunity to know them as h g  persons and to practice and develop, what in the 

professional language was lcnown as, a therapeutic rapport. No longer would the 

patients be just characters from within the pages of a book or the case studies from 

someone else's practical experience. Shortly, 1 would be interviewing, assessing and 

treating many different patients, people, who would have actual faces, names, 

families, unique bes  and specinc health care problems or conditions. Finally, îhe 

thne had arrived for me to put into practice aii, or at least much, of the theory and 

practical skills I had been learning over the past tweIve months. As I rehearsed, in 

my mind, this upcoming experience the possibilities seemed endless. 

It was extremely important to me that I put my b a t  foot forward. It was 

essential that 1 be successfuI in this clinical environment. To have been se1ected for 

this placement was an honour and a prRrilege and 1 did not wish to be a 

disappointment to either my school or myself. 
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As the placement grew closer my anticipation heightened. 1 was excited and 

enthusiastic about the opportunity to display and practice my theoretical and 

practical knowledge and 1 hoped that this energy within me would encourage my 

creatntity, initiative and originality to blossom in the clinical environment 1 knew 

these qualities to be highly respected and regarded and, also, to be extremely 

beneficial and usehl in the practical setting. However, there was also this other 

niggling feehg, one of self doubt, would/could 1 meef measure up, to the school's 

and the placement's standards and expectations? 

The director of the centre ran a tight operation. 1 had this information on 

good authority. Reports £rom students who had completed clinical placements at this 

facility, but, more importantly 1 had personal knowledge. Prior to entering my 

studies in occupational therapy, 1 had spent a few days at this particular centre 

shadowing the staff as they camed out their regular professional duties. It was this 

expenence which helped in cementing my decision to become an occupational 

therapist Hence, this field work expenence was more than a mere placement This 

was my ideal opportunity to prove to the staff and myself that 1 had made the correct 

decision regarding my career choice. 

On the £irst day of my placement, as 1 waked d o m  the long driveway to the 

centre, 1 was struck by the contrast between the drab buildings of the institution 

which rose before me and the beautiful pastoral country side which lay around the 

rehabilitation centre. Rolling meadows with fields of sheep and cows surrounded the 

low grey sterile buildings which compnsed the rehabilitation centre and consisted of 
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gyms light workshops, heavy workshops and outdoor recreation and gardening areas. 

1 looked at the centre which loomed ahead. 1 could feel the tension in my 

body rise and the thoughts of self-doubt began to flood my mind. 1 quickened my 

Pace a h o s t  as a way of ensuring that 1 would continue on my route. AU of a 

sudden 1 found myself enjoying the peaceful serene surroundings. The buildings 

faded into the background and 1 became more aware of and in touch with nature 

and th& feeling of calm penetrated both my mind and my body. When 1 entered the 

building I felt more relaxed and ready to engage positively in my practicum. 

One of the Iight workshops was a huge room filled with many varieties of 

table and foot weaving looms. Each loom had been specincally adapted to ensure 

that when used the appropriate muscles or groups of muscles would be engaged. 

Hence patients with a great number and vanety of conditions and injuries could be 

treated by this particular modality-weaving. 

1 had been assigned to this particular location and 1 had completed the 

preparation necessary for my patient's treatment session. AU that was lefi to be 

done was to transport the four heddle table loom from the large light workshop to 

a table in the adjoining smalier light workshop. I was passing through the double 

doors between the workshops when the loom slipped and crashed to the ground. 1 

stood, dazed in amazement, Iwking at the disaster. The wooden Ioom and the newly 

wound warp were spread out over the workshop floor. The blue warp threads were 

intertwined with pieces of the loom but, unfortunately, not in the original manner. 

The supervishg therapist, who had been overseeing my preparation session and who 
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would, also, be obseMng my treatment and interactions with my patient, looked first 

at the noor and the pieces of equipment and material scattered around my feet and 

then directly at me. Our eyes met but there was no verbal exchange. As she turned 

on her heels and left the scene of the disaster she quietly, yet h n l y ,  reminded me 

thaï Mr. X would be present for his treatment session in approxhately nfteen 

minutes. I knew that 1 was expected to have this situation in hand by the time the 

patient amved for his treatment session. 

Once 1 recovered from my initial numb daze 1 remember the rising feeling of 

panic, the tight knot 1 felt in my stomach and the large lump 1 had in my throat 1 

felt d i q ,  partly as a result of the physical reaction to this highly stressful situation 

and, partly, from the thoughts which were swirling around in my head. Slowly, the 

thoughts began to settle and 1 was able to think more clearly. 1 also realized that 

with my limited clinical expenence and my current ability in the technical skilis arena 

to adapt a similar activity or develop a new modality would be vimially impossible. 

1 had very few alternatives. I had to fix the loom and rearrange the warp to its 

original fom. 

My first concern was for my patient, Mr. X He would be arriving soon, 

expecting to find his treatment session well prepared. He was in the centre to 

receive specific specialized treatment and 1 knew it was important that he receive this 

on a da@ basis. What would happen to the muscles and joints in his a m  if the 

treatment modality, weaving, was not available? How would 1 explain this to him? 

This was almost impossible to bear. How would this affect Our developing 
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therapeutic rapport? Would he understand? Would he be able to forgive this one, 

but significant, mistake? Would he still trust me? Saying 1 was sorry was certainly 

not going to be enough. 

Somehow 1 was able to piece the parts of the table loom together and to 

disentangle the warp so that the frame and the weaving were once more operational. 

1 felt greatly relieved when the loom was successfully repaired and delighted that Mr. 

X. would be receiving h i  occupational therapy treatment 

When the patient arrived for his appointment and the supervising therapist 

retumed to the treatment area there was no trace of the accident Throughout my 

placement this particular incident was never referred to nor discussed. 



Ref lections: on Mernories 

3 write and share this story because 3 am interested in paying close attention 

to and calhg into question the beüefs, values and assumptions 3 bring into the 

every day practice of occupational therapy as these may shape and influence my 

clinical activities and interactions. 9 do this by criticaIIy reflecting on and in my 

clinical experiences, thus, gaining further awareness and understanding of my 

practice. These reflective and reflexive explorations, also, provide me with insights 

into the nature of reflection and what is necessary in order to enable movement into 

considerable new realms of understanding. 

I reflect on th13 story wilh numerous years of clinical 

apen'ence behind me, kMng heu vanbus administrative and 

supervLrory roles and havinggained in maturity and serf-conzfuience 

I con morepeelj and open& identifi how and why it is imponant 

to me. It k impomnt because the narrative highlights the pnmary 

themes 4 respect, caring vulnera bility, faimess, jmice and my 

personal stance which hove surfaced and have appeared ahost 

conrtantty in my wnwntin&r, throughout the past three years, when I 

have been criticai5 reflecting on and in m .  everyday activities and 

interactions. 

As a member of a health care profMoon, relatiomhips are 
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the founùationî to the framework of aü interactiom and 

transactions whether this be between the lherapkt and patients, 

colleagues, interdisciplinary team mentbers, siipervllroty personnel 

or students. JW as the topography of a m m t a i n  range o f in  

influences the diflcullies, and pleasccres climbers encoiinter on 

the& travek, so to, do relationships form the basic structure for the 

chalienges and successes experienced by therapists as they joumey 

within their practice. It is Ut the qua lities of these rehtiomhips 

that we see the caring, the respecr, the personal stance, the 

vulnerabilûy, the faimesî and the jusrice. 

EmotioMUy and intellectuuüy th3 placement was vety 

important to me because I hud much ut stake--what was the 

professional staffs' opinion of me as a potential therup& and a 

potenrial employee?--wu my career chuice and career, life, plan 

approprite?--wouId/co~iId I be successJÙi in the eyes of my schoo4 

the facility and myselj? Bnnging these values in /to my practice 

and placing so much importance on positive a m e r s  certain& 

heightened my persona1 stance and my vulnerabiliry. Reflection 

increases my awareness of my personal stance, at that partr'cukzr 

moment, thus, in foming und en fighrening. 
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In re-reading this story 1 am stuck by the tensions and 

conflicls (the exciternent and the anxiety, the hope, the 

anticipation and the self-doubt) 1 was feeling in my body 

about this placement and how this tension and conflict was 

minord in the symbols of the beautifid green countryside 

with its fields of cattle and sheep and that of the low grey 

sterile buildings of the institution. 

In this writing 1 note my integration with nature and how 

this helped me overcome my feelings of self doubt. 1 

conünue to find being at one with nature very positive and 

L ike  t h e  'mingl ing"  Butala  (1994) describes: I was 
i n  t h e  f i e l d  t o  t h e  north lying i n  t h e  grass.. .I 
shut o f f  my conscious brain a c t i v i t y -  - i f  only 1 
could sus ta in  t h a t  longer--and t h i s  t ime the 
sounds around me--1 became aware o f  them, which 1 
hadn' t  bef  ore; insects ,  b i rds ,  chief ly the wind. 
But this time I had a sense o f  my "awareness" 
going out  o f  me and not these th ings  en te r ing  me, 
but  o f  me going out t o  mingle w i t h  them. (p. 128) 

In retrospecr, one of the reasons for my determined effm 

to nke above the dificulries which the damaged laom created for 

me, in the clinical setting was my concem, caring and respect for 

the patient--the therapeutic rappoa which had d h p e d  between 

myself; as the srudent therapt34 and the patient. Being aware of 
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and keeping the patient 's needs and wishes foremost in my mind 

ir an adremely imporîant clinical value. One, which 1 huve never 

lost arui, hopefully, huve never overlwked 

I ako cal2 into question the h u e  of reùztionship, power and 

author@ and how thk affected my feelings of dnerability, my 

personal stance and my vahe of faimess. My feelings of 

vulnerability arose j?om the fear of failure and the threat of public 

exposure in front of my patient and the supenising therapist. 

What wouM happen if I coulà not put the lcwm back together 

again? CVhat would happen to the patient's treatment session? By 

cancelling or postponing the patient's appointment I would be 

crenting an unfair situation for Mr. &-one in which he had no 

contrd Professional& and persona& I felt as if I would be 

abandoning or letting the patient down, Q the treatment session 

coul&wou[d not be avaihbie at the appointed time. I feit that thk 

was totaüy my responsibility. Th& persona1 responsibility, the 

bringing of my values, concems and bias of fnimess and justice to 

thk particuhr setting and my need to diplay, outwardiy, my values 

and concems show, inform and enüghtened my personal stance. 

Upon refection, l a m  sure that my values and beliefs regarding the 

importance of faimess and justice were internalizedfrom my home 

environment, 
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It never entered my head to ask the supenking therapbt for 

assirtance or t h t  she had any role or responsibility in overcoming 

th& dhaster. I d i .  not perceive that I was forsaken by the 

supen&ing therapkt und I did not see the need to address the 

faimess of th& particulnr situation to aü the parties involved I 

may have been subconîciou.@ aware of these &mes, but my own 

ncceptance of such a situation, I believe, was a resuït of the 

cïinical culture, my intemalization of the facility 's and the school's 

subsemènt role of the student, my belief (ut that time) that 1 could 

not question my superviking theraprSc, and my denial of the 

importance of the relationship and authority between myseif and 

the supemMg therapht. I was aware of the importnnce of the 

clinical relntionrhip between mysey and the supewking therapkt 

and of her autbnty, power and control in the c h i c d  setting. 

However, my denial of th& I believe, was based on fear and 

concem regarding the possibüty of repercdons if the h u e s  of 

personal vahes such as faimess, and the feelings of vulnerabilis, 

were confronted. How would th& influence the future of my 

clinicalphcement? WouM thk affect my evaluation? How would 

th b affect the student-therapkt working reïa tionship ? Upon 

reflection 1 believe all of these faclors ssileced rny voice. However, 

on the other hand, I am sure that rny personal stance and my 
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vulnerabiliq, with the fear of failure and possible hwniüation in 

fiont of the sripetvking therapkt and the parient were. a h ,  at thal 

period of tirne, hi@ motivuting factors in my abüiry to rectiify the 

treatment modal* (the [mm and the weaving) and) thus, prevent 

further outfaik from th3 particuiar ciinical incident. 



When 1 record these dialogues,  especially the  
i n t e r n a 1  ones, and r e f l e c t  on them, 1 p o i n t  t o  the  
power o f  r e f l e c t i o n  as a l e a r n i n g  -tooi. (p. 17) 



Background: Situating My Interest 

Since graduating, as an occupational therapist, S have been interested in 

professional development and continuing professional education. Throughout my 

professional career 3 have been active in the national and the provincial professional 

education committees, and numerous hospital and community based interdisciplinary 

health care education planning committees. These committees were and are 

responsible for planning, organizing and implementing educational opportunities and 

experiences thïough lectures, workshops or seminars to meet identined normative 

and organizational needs. Sn this role 3 became increasingly aware that there was 

something rnissing; there was a gap. Although we conducted extensive needs 

assessments and surveys, and courses were outcornes of this feedback, more and 

more 3 felt as if we were "dohg to or for" the i n d ~ d u a l  or groups of ind~dua ls .  

There was very little active participation in the planning, the organizing and the 

implementation phases. Within the specific courses there was little interaction 

facilitated and rarely were formative, summative or follow-u p evaluations conducted. 

S n  my role as a an administrator S was also particularly interested in staff 

development and continuing education. 3 was interested in achieving and 

maintaining a high level of quality patient care and proficient and competent staff. 

3n administrative language, it was necessary to demonstrate the provision of quality 

patient care in the most effective and e£Eicient manner possible within the specific 

financial constraints. How couId this be best achieved? There was much talk about 
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maintaining competent and proficient professionals with a high degree of technical 

skills and howledge of numerous modalities and techniques. What are the most 

efncient and effective means of achieving these skîIls? Who has the responsibility 

for education-the organization or the individual? Should the institution teach skills 

or pay for therapists to attend courses, only, directly related to the& current job? 

At times there is great tension between what the organization (the administrators) 

identifies as needs and what the front line therapists see as their felt or normative 

needs. On many occasions this tension related not only to need but, aiso, ownership 

of responsibility and the cost factor. 

Staff asked that the education offerings relate to patient care-to their clinical 

practice. Sn informa1 discussions and staff reviews therapists reported that the 

educational experiences and the venues offered did not fully meet their educational 

and clinical needs. Again, 3 felt that there was something missing. There must be 

another or an additional or a complementary avenue? 

3 started to Listen more closely at what the staff were voicing. Their primary 

interest was their clinical practice; the provision of patient care and aii the every day 

activities which this involved. 9 also began to notice that the therapists became most 

enthusiastic and engaged when discussing their clinical experiences. They requested, 

they desired that the educational opportunities relate to their patient care-their 

practice. 

There is a place for inservices, seminan, and workshops with specifïc methods 

such as goal-orientated problem solving, competency-based orientation and the like. 
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These methods or orientations may be effective in learning technical information and 

skiUs, methodological procedures and specinc chical techniques. However, 3 do not 

believe that they lend themselves to addressing certain aspects of clinical 

interventions-the philosophical, the theoretical and the ethical constructs, the 

therapeutic relationships, the milieu, and the therapeutic use of self. Gmpetency 

analysis cannot ident* the total Gestalt of the therapeutic relationship. Therefore, 

3 believe that there is a space for something more. Hence, the beginnings of my 

interest in reflection as a mode for staff leaming and of professional development. 

... r e f l e c t i o n  i n  the  context o f  l e a r n i n g  is a 
gener ic  term f o r  those i n t e l l e c t u a l  and a f f e c t i v e  
a c t i v i t i e s  i n  which i n d i v i d u a l s  engage t o  explore 
t h e i r  experiences i n  order t o  lead t o  new 
understandings and appreciat ions.  (Boud, Keogh, 
& Walker, 1985, p.19) 

3 wish to facilitate, to encourage reflection on and in clinicai practice as an 

activity which c m  assist therapists to have a greater understanding, awareness and 

openness to themselves, their practice and others. The learning expenence is more 

than developing clinical techniques and modalities, theoretical bases in the sciences 

and the humanities, time management, communication s l d s  and organizational 

sküls. This expenence is about what it means to care and hope, to increase and 

understand self and practice through recognition and identification of feelings and 

tensions and how this affects relationships and interactions. 3 am interested in the 

qualities within the interactions. This is the listening, the hearing, the understanding, 
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the clarifying, the u n c o v e ~ g ,  the t ~ s t  and the respect for self and the other's 

experiences and perceptions. 

3 believe, this understanding, awareness and openness is necessary for and 

essential to movement, change and development, both persona1 and professional. 

Sn Dewey's (1939) t ems  of reflection this is the power to go on growing. This is 

powerful and enabling. 

3 continue to be interested in facilitating reflection as a mode of professional 

growth and development. However, as 3 explored my everyday experiences and 

clinical practice through wnting and critical reflection 3 began, not on@, to 

appreciate the opporhinities and possibiüties for leaming and gowth available within 

this method but the depth and complexity of critical reflection. 9 was beginning to 

unearth the multiple layers and dimensions, the mosaic of reflection. The critical 

questionhg caiied into question the underpinnings of my clinical practice and long 

held beliefs, values and assumptions. 

This complexity of critical reflection could not be ignored. 3 n  order to utilize 

reflection as a way of self growth and professional development it was essential to 

have a greater knowledge and understanding of reflection. 2% was necessary, for me, 

in addition to reading about reflection, to continue to explore and examine my 

everday life and work experiences. Thus, gaining greater indepth awareness, insights 

and understandings of the nature of reflection. 



My Interest: Dwelling onlin Practice 

This narrative inquiry is about my journey into the world of reflection. 

Dwelling; living; being; building; with/in the possibilities which have been Uuminated 

through reflecting on/in my practice, thus, giving a richer, fuller and deeper 

appreciation of the everyday practice of occupational therapy. This inquiry is about 

moving, growing and change. While digging beneath the surface of daily practice 3 

began to unearth not on@ the complexities of clinical practice but the complexities 

and multi-dimensions of reflection itself. This has Ied to a fascination with and an 

exploration into the nature of reflection. 

8eflection opens up the possibilities of becoming aware of all aspects of the 

experience through a variety of different lenses and multiple layers. When revisited, 

through re-reflections, the experience may provide yet further insights and call out 

for further exploration, delving, or both. 

Through my writings 3 have explored and gained awareness, insights, and 

understandings into my Me and clinical practice. Over the past three years 3 have 

been closely examinhg my practice through cntically reflecting on and in the 

everyday activities and the interactions by beginning to discern the historical, the 

political, the economic, the social and the ethical forces that shape my practice and 

by questioning how 3 am part of, and my participation in, what is going on around 

me. Examination of specific instances and interactions have helped me gain insight 

into my assumptions, values and beliefs and the effect of what 3 do. As 3 reflect 
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on these stories, through reading, re-reading and re-writing 3 note that there are 

common themes ruming throughout the narratives. These are faimess, justice, 

respect, caring, vulnerabiIity and my enlightened persona1 stance. Reading and 

studying health care, adult education, cntical theory, feminist pedagogy and research 

literature has informed my thinking by stimulating, challenging, unsettling or re- 

afEirming my thoughts and writings. However, 9 believe that my persona1 and 

clinical practice has provideci an appreciation of, and the opporîunity to practice and 

explore reflection, that goes beyond what 3 have found in the literature. 

This work follows my joumey and integrates my journal writings, stones, 

reflections and my many conversations and discussions and reflections with 

colleagues and friends. There is much intenningling and connecting--3 listen, 3 see, 

3 hear, 3 act, 3 change, 3 listen, 5 see ..... 

My thesis is about reflection and my primary way of learning about reflection 

has been through reflecting and critically re-reflecting on my life and within my 

clinical expenences. The stories, narratives, of my Life and practice which unfold in 

the following chapters serve to describe my experiences, my, sornetimes, multiple 

reflections and to illustrate my developing understanding of reflection and my chical 

practice. This journey of exploration and uncovering is endless, just like the lifelong 

learning to which, in my instance, it has greatly contributed. This will continue into 

the future. 

This writing is about experience, reflection, awareness, understanding and 

change. Upon reflection my research is very similar to my joumeys and experiences 



hiU walking and mountain climbing. 

Like practice, the mountain U beckoning, calüng to me to 

explore. T'o see, experience and unders&znd its awe und its beuuty. 

Like pracüce, this means dedication and cornmitment 

for there will be stmggles and tensions as well as excitement 

and rewards in this place. 

Like p r a c t i c e ,  c a r i n g ,  trust, and 

respectful  re la t ionsh ips  and connections are 

e s s e n t i a l .  

Through the story telling 3 relive the experiences and hopefully the narrative 

descriptions will engage the reader in the text. These narratives, recounting the 

stories from the past, often contain within their text my initial reflections on the 

experience. 

When 1 retum to my writings afler a period of time I may 
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be refecting through another lem- mis opens up the possibiities 

and I dwelL ...,.. 

When I revisit/rre-rad the writings of my past 

experiences, my reflections and interpretations are from the 

present-this moment in üme. Sometimes these remain the 

same, constant, while others shîît slight/y or change to unveil 

deeper and richer meanings and insights. 

Just as 3 am fascinated by the summit of the mountain cloaked in mist, 3 

became intrigued by reflection with its multiple layers, its many facets, its challenges, 

its complexities, its tensions, its excitement and its rewards. 

As we reach izigher e l e v a t i o n s  the mountain 

is o f t e n  shrouded in m i s t .  Suddenly, the c louds  

w i l 1  l i f t  or s h i f t  t o  reveal t h e  b e a u t i f u l  

landscape.  There i s  a s t i l l n e s s ,  an i n v i t i n g  

It is s i l ence  which allows us t o  l e a r n  o f  
ourselves and o f  others . .  . . Y e t ,  it is n o t  a 
passive s i l ence ;  it is a very a c t i v e  voice. As we 
question who we a re ,  what we t h i n k  and what we do, 



t h i s  s i lence is our guide. .  . . For if we cannot 
hear ourselves, can we t r u l y  hear others? (Law, 
in Aoki, (Ed.) 1990, p.24) 

This layering of my writing has been chosen as a way of illustrating the 

multiple layers and dimensions and the complexity of cntical reflection. The mosaic 

of voices, the conversations which may be described as discussions with myself, are 

introduced by different fonts and by the position of the text on the page. 

On occasions, the vanous reflections are interwoven with the central narrative. 

These may appear to be or may be experienced as interruptions to the main story 

or to be cornpethg for space and attention. When reflecting on and in practice this 

is often what happens-a particular work or an idea tnggers or draws the narrator to 

question and delve to another level or facet of the writings to gain a greater 

appreciation of or about what is going on around and in the particular situation. 

Each reflection brings a new or slightly different perspective, depth and 

under standing. 

The vmiting which extends across the page is the narrative, the storytelling. 

The writing which connects the multiple writings, also, extends across the 

page. Sntroductions, analysis and explanations or both may be provided through this 

writing. 



The wWIItings located on the lep of the page are my 

reflectiom on the nanative and includes questions which arLre for 

me upon my retum to the s toy  

These reflections have occurred over the three year period 

The writings on the right of the page are further 

reflections on the story and may contain my intepretations or 

understandings of the narrative. 

The hi11 wal k i n g / c l  M i n g  analogy appears  

periodically through the work. 

T h i s  represents quotes by people who have informed 
t h e  work by making me ponder ...... r e f l e c t .  

Although the texts are interdependent, they can, also, be read independently. 

The reader is invited into the writings. Space has been left for the reader to explore, 

to create, to reflect .... 





A Thoughtful Pause 

I n  my own w r i t i n g ,  the  accumulation o f  quotes, 
excerpts and r e p e t i t i o n s  i s  also an e f f o r t  t o  be 
'mu l t i - vo iced  " t o  weave var ied  speaking voices 
together  as opposed t o  pu t t ing  f o r t h  a s ingu la r  
" a u t h o r i t a t i v e "  voice.  (Lather ,  1991, p . 9 )  



Remembering: Coming to Ref lection 

In the iall of 1993 1 entered into the Foundations of Curriculum Studies, a 

graduate course at the University of Victoria. 1 was not sure what to expect. I had 

many mixed emotions-1 was a little apprehensive, a little curious and a little excited. 

The invitation given was to explore everyday practice; "to seek out the 

commitments and convictions embedded in ... da@ practice" (Oberg & Undenvood, 

1989, p. 4). What did this mean? What was this search for ground? What was this 

questioning, this critical refiection? 

I felt this empty vacuum. What did 1 have to say? 1 took my everyday 

practice very much for granted ... It just happened ... There was nothing too exciting 

happening ... Nothing, anyone else, particularly, anyone outside of my profession 

would be interested in ... It was al1 so mundane. As an occupational therapist this 

was what I was trained to do; it was what 1 was expected to do. Oh, my 

observations, my assessments, my interventions and my feedback did have purpose 

and meaning ... BUT ... what was this everyday lived experience? What could 1 write 

about? 1 was stuck. 1 could not voice this and, at this stage, 1 could not write about 

it. What was there to write about? My mind was a blank. Would anyone be reaily 

interested in what 1 did on a da* basis? It seemed so ordinary, so taken-for- 

granted. 

In retrospect I was truiy stuck in what felt Iike the m u d f l a ~  
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or that my feet and legs were entangied in the long reedr in the 

mnrsh land that ofen surrounds the mouth of the river as il meets 

the sea. I could not move, or when 1 did attempt to mke a step 

I siipped and lost my footing My body felt stiff and n@d, my 

voice was at the moment siient and my mind felt heavy iaden and 

blank When thoughts did occur they swuled or seemed to stretch 

out aimiessly searching, but for wht? Inviting mountaim loomed 

up from the roc@ coastline and the sady boys of the long fiord 

iike a m  of the ocean The seu with its rnany and vadous moods 

was a h  beckoning. Somehow, and somewhere, deep in my sou4 

I know there were exciting and challenging adventures lying within 

my grasp. However, as much as I wi~heci, desired, to be waiking 

and climbing on these unmapped slopes or sailing on thk 

uncharted water I couhi not yet enter into these journeys. Mhy 

this reticence? 

Did fear Iead to this inaction or did this inaction lead to fear? 1 was stuck. 

Now, what could 1 do? 1 had to take the risk of trying to write but these attempts 

were very stilted and limiting. The words read Like analytical scientific reports and 

showed very little of myseif and daily practice. 

Then came the dreaded day, in October, when the professor handed me a 

written note--1 had not handed in any of my writings, was there any way she could 
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help? This note was very supportive, non-threatening and non-ju dgemental. 1 

realised that 1 was the one making all the judgements and setting up the barriers. 

1 had to own-up that 1 found writing about my everyday practice very difficult. 

Maybe wrïting was not my best medium for exploring this ground. Once again, there 

was support, understanding and the invitation to meet and t a 4  or to use any 

medium I found more cornfortable to examine my practice. SlowIy, I began to 

realize that 1 needed to trust both myself and the facilitator and to take the risk to 

share my stilted writings. It was so difncuIt to move from my usual way of writing 

t e m  papers, administrative reports and clinical objective note writing. By tallcing 

and sharing my writhgs, the shift, the cntical reflection had begun. The challenges 

would be great, the joumey would not be without anguish and pain but, slowly 1 was 

finding my authentic voice and beginning to understand that "the a h  of this ground 

probing is to engage" (Oberg & Underwwd, 1989, p. 4). 

Now after writing and reflecting on and in my practice and with insights 

gained it is interesthg to revisit, to peel back a layer, in order to commence 

uncovering what was happening in the beginning weeks before 1 took my first plunge 

into the deeper pools of reflection. Before, 1 commenced my pain-staking, yet 

exhilarating climb up the often steep, rocky and slippery mountain dopes. 

1 considered myself proficient in my practice, an experienced therapist who 

provided appropriate and meaningfd clinical assessments and interventions and 

administrative information and reports. 1, also, worked cooperatively and 

collaboratively with colleagues, students and patients to maintain, to improve and to 
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enhance patients' functioning ability in their daily hes,  the quality of their lives or 

both. 

This did not mean that 1 did not seek ways for improvement. 

1 was very committed to a varïety of cornmittees and task forces which 

addressed contiming professional education and Iearning through conferences, 

workshops and seminars. In this role, committee members tended to look towards 

experts who would enlighten and encourage improvement in technical skills, irnpart 

information regarding policies and procedures and provide updates on current 

themes. We lwked outside the i n d ~ d u a l  therapist for the expertise--someone else, 

usually fkom outside the institution, ahvays had more knowledge or more rneanbgful 

experience(s). Even when I recognised sMs  within staff members it was more 

commonly £rom the point of supporting and enlightening others, rather than 

facilitating the individual to utilîze the skills and the insights to question practice or 

further enhance self-development 

Occupational therapy i s  said to include the mix of a~ and 

science. However, I believe my emphusis has been on devebping 

the scientific skie at the expense of the artistic side. This b the 

adm inrîtrative, scientifc, cool and logical voice. 

How con I move JTom thk anabtical mode into the 

domoin of though@hess? 



. . . . .we f a i l  t o  see the  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  
understanding th ink ing.  What seems t o  be 
concealed and hence l e f t  unseen and unheard is t h e  
understanding o f  thinking t h a t  might be understood 
as thoughtfulness as an embodied doing and being, 
thought and sou1 embodied in awareness o f  the 
l i v e d  moment. (Aoki, 1991 , p.  5 )  

Over my years in the field of occupational therapy I have been actively 

involved in debriefing following both indMduaI and group therapy sessions. 1 

examined and gave consideration to my actions, interactions and the dynamics within 

the sessions and shared these incidents and experiences willingly with team members 

and colleagues. I have shared stones and listened to the narratives of other 

colleagues but as 1 ponder over this 1 now realise that 1 did not carry this story 

teiling over into al1 areas of my practice. 1 did not seem to fully appreciate the 

importance, the wealth and the wisdom that lay in and beneath the words in the 

stories of my chical practice. 

In retrospect, there were many areus and situations where 

I gave little thought or consideration to what I wu$ doing on a 

da@ bask and, rare&, did I col1 into question the under pinnings 

of my practice--my beliefs, my values, my assumpliom and their 

ong-m. 

I was responsible within my practice but where was response-ability with/in my 

practice? 
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1 still concur that this was par@ because 1 took most of the activities, projects 

and interactions of the da* practice for granted or as part-of-the-course. Lookhg 

back, and now with reflection much less of a process and much more of an 

occurrence like thoughtîulness, 1 wonder if at a deeper, yet to be uncovered level, 

1 was aware that if 1 accepted or entered into this invitation of lookhg more deeply 

and critically at my practice there would be no retuming to my former way of being. 

Was my hesitancy and apprehension about these f i s t  few steps because at another 

level 1 was aware of the importance that my personal stance and vulnerability would 

have to my paying attention to, and reflecting upon my practice? Withlin the 

dwelling of my practice 1 would have to open doors to enable and allow myself and 

others further within, thus, the foundations and the contents would be exposed, 

available for review and examination. Also as 1 unlatched the windows 1 would begin 

to see and feei the ccnnectedness, the inter-relationship between the private and îhe 

public worlds. Through raised consciousness, dooa, windows and cornpartments 

couId~ould  be udocked, possibIy, for the first tirne. This was a Ieap into the 

unknown--the joumey and the adventures had begun. The movemenf of examining 

and explorhg my professional practice and my being began to unearth possibilities 

and unravel the bamers and the limitations. 

This b the clinician, the more artistic, fiee and open voice. 

As the art and science in occupational therapy mir and 

mhgle within everyday practice so do rny voices. The cliniculn 
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voice o&n har to stru&e to be heard by the other administrative 

voices. Sometimes there LF a temion beïween my voices. However, 

1 am beginning to &en to both and to see ench of their strengrhs. 

Slow&, there Lr a mun'ng. ..a mingüng. ..a balance tu best suit the 

situation, the expetience. 

At the end of this course experience 1 wrote: I have discovered that writing 

can help tremendously in clarifymg and u n c o v e ~ g  ideas and thoughts. When the 

pen and paper corne together the ideas, thoughts and reflections are there to be 

seen. There is no denying, no tuming back. The writing helps create an objectivity 

which does not lose sight of, or exclude the subjectivity, but gives the writer the 

opportunity to view the thoughts, now words £rom a different perspective. 1 believe 

that writing helped me with my reflection and reflexivity. It somehow makes it 

easier. 1 was also very surprised how much 1 enjoyed, as time went on, the writing. 

It almost became a desire, a compulsion. This is a gigantic leap for the woman who 

initially found it so difficult to move out of the scientific mode of writing term 

papers, or recording documentation for administrative reports or patients charts to 

writing critical reflective journal entries. 

By pushing critical reflection to increasing depths through revisiting previously 

written stories and through writing and re-writing texts 1 discovered new and greater 

enlightening material and insights. 



1 agree with Susan Underwood when she wrote: 

1 was discovering my own t a l e  i n  the  t e l l i n g ,  
becoming i n  the process whole, both creator  and 
i n t e r p r e t o r  o f  weaning. Though searching f o r  my 
own questions and listening t o  my own responses, 
1 had struggled not f o r  the approval o f  an 
e x t e r n a l  voice o f  au thor i ty  but f o r  t h a t  o f  t h e  
i n n e r  voice, the one t o  which 1 could l i s t e n  not  
j u s t  f o r  a few months, but  f o r  a l i f e t i m e .  (Oberg 
and Underwood, 1989, p.  13) 



A Thoughtful Pause 



a*: d o m ,  &, 4, & <urd ~ L U ?  LUE C-m awa- & q h - ,  

& < r n ~ c ~ + o z ~ u i d ~ m & G ~ ~ ~ n r t u z g , ~ & ~ t o r R  

p o r u l s ~  ond + dEw5. 



Remembering: Roadblocks; Spaces for Possibilities and Movement 

Once more I am stuck, and, yet again, 1 was unaware of what was happening. 

The telltale signs were ail there .... 1 was restless, moving around in a seemingly 

meaningful way but achieving littie. Picking up one book and reading a few lines, 

moving on to the next .... loohg ,  seelang for something. This has continued for a few 

days now. On each occasion when 1 decide to take a break to clear my mind 1 fhd 

myself working out logically, in my head, what 1 will do next. It will be different! 

1 am sure that 1 have broken out of this rut, this box, but next time happens and the 

pattern starts all over again ... the seeking, the searching, the l oobg .  What am 1 

seeking? Some answer, something that will put me on the right tract and show m e  

the way. The search is in vain. 

Since I sîarted fouking intense& and c&ically at my 

pracîice îhere have been many accusions when I have fou& 

myseffstmck--whl appears or feek fike no, or limited movement, 

hck of ideas, hck of action or aim Iess rambüng. It a Zways seems 

to take me a fair amount of lime to realîze what 3 happening. 

Al1 of a sudden 1 begh to recognize the knot, the pain within my body. How 

1 wish to untie this knot which at times seems very large. In t a l h g  with one 

rnember of Our graduate study group, the light slowly begins to dawn. 1 am doing 
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it again! Searching outside myself for the answers 1 am sure realIy lie, at these 

times, hidden withui me. 

Ifind that our snuiy group is a very important support and 

resource. Wthin this group there t3 listening carhg and respect. 

Each member aiways hm the tirne tu listen, to shure, to clarify and 

to encourage through hearing or asking just the right question(s). 

1 believe this cornes from being in very similar yet ofien 

differing stages of growth and development in our journeys of 

exploring dHerent and new ways of knowing, seeing, and 

hearing our l ied experiences. There is a creativity, an 

awareness, an understanding and a willingness to share and 

stretch out to the other, to sense and understand from the 

other person's perspective. These are the qualities which 1 

believe are also necessary for reflection. 

Why when in this state of turmoil do I stop writing? .... Writing may in fact be 

the best way for me to uncover what is causing this pain, this bot. 

It feels Like 1 am not rnoving fonvard. 1 may be slipping back into old habits 

or patterns. 1 am looking for direction; a path clearly marked with sign posts which 

would help me on my journey. 
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There lr still pan of me that wishes my reflecttion and this 

research process could be iaïd out on a neat and clearly marked 

mup. The Iifeiine or the bread crumbs which wouùl Iead me to 

my destination. But Iike the breadcnunbs in the fairy tak, the 

directions are missing. I rhini in th& panicular case, they may 

never have been presenf. 

But.. wait a moment, in, Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm's, 

fairy tale Hansel & Gretal. the bread crumbs were left so that 

the children could find their way home; back by the sarne 

route they had previously travelled. Maybe by looking back 

at where 1 have been (the old bread cmmb line which 

appears as if it has disappeared) can help me move into the 

future. 

Accepting and entering into the invitation to reflect, to explore, to examine, 

to uncover, to question, and to unearth has increased my awareness and my 



understandings of my professional clinical practice and my private life. 

In order to accepl and act upon th* invitation to reflect I 

had to have a positive anüude, a &ire to look more carefuiy and 

thoughrfuliy at my clinical experîences and a wülingness to 

critically cal1 into question these qeriences and my beliefs, values 

and assumptions. It ll Rom th& cornmitment thut there i& action, 

growth and change. 

1 concur with BrooMield (1 995) that critical reflection is 

hard work. It is more than remembering events frorn my 

childhood and incidents in daily practice and then providing 

or writing a descriptive stoiy. /t means facing tensions, 

conflicts end stnrggles. It is having the fortitude and the 

determination to stay with the issues or the problems and to 

delve, wrestle and struggle with al1 the tentacles that these 

may produce. To sometimes take the risk to push at the 

boundaries of the issues and interactions and to tease out the 

meanings and the interpretations which are important to me 

as an individual. Coming to an awareness and an 

understanding through flexibiiity, connectedness and 
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openness, to the self and the other provides the reward(s). 

Et is the willingness to une& and examine persona1 and 

professional frailties as well as the strengths. 

Once more, in reflecting critically 1 can see my own vulnerability and feelings 

of self-doubt. 1 am becomhg more aware that this questioning of confidence in 

abilities, ako, has to do with values, and assumptions around the nature of knowing, 

knowledge and expenences. I am conscious of and reminded of many of my own 

limitations. 1 do not have all the answers. However, this self-doubt, this questioning, 

this awareness can be a positive impetus towards changes. 

I have found that, although, these road blocks feel very 

limiting when lwked at critical& through a more flen'ble lem, I 

see that they may provi.de the oppottunity for in-depth questioning 

and the space for infegration of my thoughts and feelings. M e n  

I find myself seurching outside of rnyself; for the a m r ,  I am 

becoming more aware thar fhrS usuafly rneanr I need to become 

more centred and grounded in myself--a more thoughilful and 

criticai questioning of my personal lifè a d  my professional 

practice and an attentiveness to and a tactfil awareness of my 

connections and relationrhips with others. I need to Iook at these 

blockr as spaces for opporunity and openings for possibiiities. 
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The critical reflection can move me into significontly new terrain 

and help to break old puttem. 

In these block 1 often seek a direction where 1 would 

know what to expect Yet, 1 know ïhat this is exactly what 1 

wish to avoid. 1 am looking for more flexibility and fluidity in 

the exploration of practice through reflection. 

On the mountains there is constant  change and 

challenge, which is dependent upon the  season,  

the  weather and t h e  encroachment of human b e i n g s .  

The mountain w i t h  i t s  varying t e r r a i n ,  moods and 

l i g h t s  c a l l s  t o  t h e  climber, t a n t a l i z i n g ,  with 

i t s  divergency, its degrees  of d i f f i c u l t y ,  i t s  

risks, and the unexpected. Like r e f l e c t i o n ,  

these  adventures t o o ,  r e a p  rewards.  



A Thoughtful Pause 





Remembering: Coming to Fairness and Justice 

Since my earliest mernories of school 1 have felt that the use of physical 

punishment, emotional humiliation or both were unfair, unjust and unnecessary-a 

misuse of power and authority. What ends, if any doeddid this achieve? 

My feelings around and on this topic of physical and emotional abuse are 

mixed, yet very strong and powerful. 1 feel anger, annoyance, stress, amiety, sadness 

and disappointment with my fellow human beings. Sometimes 1 can feel my whole 

body reacting to the situation--sweaty palms, tightness or sickness in my stomach and 

increased heart rate. These are oot pleasant nor comfortable feelings. I have a 

great urgency or passion to do something to stop the situation. 

In my professional work with children and adults who have suffered abuse, 

both physically and emotionally, my concem about the lasting effects of this type of 

action have been re-enforced. The sudvors of abuse can receive help and therapy 

but this can be a long, slow and painful proces. 

Many of my negative recollections about primary or grade school involve 

strapping where 1 felt the punishment outweighed the crime or the issue at hand. 

It is my opinion that many, if not au, of the situations could have been handled or 

solved in another fashion. 

My fnends and 1 were four years old and we had just started primary school. 

This was an exciting time and we were full of woiider and enthusiasm--schooI was a 

place to leam about things and an opportunity to hirther explore our environment. 
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Prior to becoming a pupil at the school we would deliierately pass the school 

grounds-it seemed such an enchanting place. Unfortunately, we could not enter the 

school grounds but we would peer ttirough the metal bars which surrounded the little 

ones' playground and imagine what it would be Wce to play in the school yard. At 

times there would be children playing in the yard and we would be mesmerized by 

the noise and activities. This looked like such a fun place. We could hardly wait for 

the summer to be over because this would signal that we, too, could be part of this 

special magical land. Now, at long last, we had the opportunity to explore every 

nook and cranny. 

In retrospect, the teacher must have been aware of Our high energy levels and 

curiosity, particularly in relation to Our playtirne, because she told us to stay in the 

little ones' playground and not to go into the big girls' playground. 

Once out in the playground we began to explore, we found an interesting path 

within this area. On one side of this path there was a high waIl and on the other 

side a wooden fence which separated the path from a beautiful garden. Where did 

this path lead? We had to find out So, down the path we scrambled. Part way 

down this lane the solid wall was replaced by tall metal railings and we could see the 

big girls' playground. These metal bars separated the path from the senior play 

area-the forbidden temtory. As we looked through the bars to watch the older 

children play we did not think of or remember the teacher's instructions regarding 

the big girls' playground. We watched for a few moments and then climbed back up 

the path to further explore the little ones' playground. Now we knew where the 
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interesting path led. 

Following recess we returned, happily, to Our class ready to discover new 

wonders. Once seated the teacher stated that she knew that some of her class had 

been in the big girls' playground. She then asked who had gone down the path. 1 

and one or two others raised Our hands indicating a positive reply. Others who had 

also been on this expedition did not raise their hands. The children who had 

adrnitted that they had ventured down the path were then told to corne and stand 

in front of the class. The teacher went into the drawer in her desk and removed a 

long black leather strap. We were then told to put out Our right hands where upon 

we were strapped for not doing as we had been told. 

1 still remember my feelings of surprise, puzzlement, fear, shock and 

embarrassment. The physical pain was secondary to my ernotional reactions. 1, also, 

remember that we were never asked for an explmation of Our behaviour and we 

were never provided with a reason why it was inappropriate to go down the lane. 

Furthermore, the children who did not admit to going down the path received no 

My actions had not been intentional; 1 did not set out to break the rules. It 

was an adventure and we accidentaliy fcund the big girls' playground. Also, we did 

not enter the playground. We stopped and looked through the fence, for a few 

moments, to watch the children play. 

1 had never experienced anythmg like this before; 1 had never been spoken 

to so abrupt@ or harshly and 1 had never been physically stmck. This climate was 



quite different e o m  my home environment 

A few years Iater, when it was appropriate for us to use this lane as an access 

to our play area and class rooms, a life long Enend, S., and 1 laughed as we 

recounted the first tirne we had walked down the path and the consequences of this 

adventure. We laughed, but, we agreed it was not one of Our most pleasant 

memories. 1 never quite had the same enthusiasm for my primary school days. 

Th& stoy and oîher similnr incidents involvng fellow 

students have had a marked influence on my beliefs and values. 

I have corne îo realize where my feelings, concem and reactions 

to faimess and justice originute. As I brhg these values into my 

every duy activities, fhir Ni tum hm influenced my professinal 

pra ctice. 

It is extremely important to me that 1 listen to others, 

that 1 hear their concems. viewpoints and interests, so that, I 

may have an understanding of and from their perspective. In 

tum, I have the expectation, the hope and the desire that 

others will Iisten to me. This cooperation and interchange is 

essential. Does this partially explain my interst in fair play and 

my support for individu& who may be considered the 

underdog ? 



The value and belief in faimess and justice remains 

important to me and 1 am aware of this in my preferred 

teaching and administrative styles and in my own learning 

preferences. 1, afsq see how impomt this is in my 

interactions and relaiionships with supervisors, colleagues, 

std, students end patients. 

My cummi~enf  fo client-cm fredpmctice, where there fi an 

equulity in relationships and a shured respomibility, ako, a&s 

from my value system und takes into conriderution my beiiefs and 
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assumptiuns surroun.ding faimess, justice, aauthority and power. 



A Thoughtful Pause 

Like the snow and ice covered ground of the 

mountain this can be cha l l eng ing .  Unstable yet 

a p p e a r i n g  stable, motionless yet constantly 

moving o f t e n  unseen. With experience the climber 

becomes more aware of the nuances of this ground. 
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Remembering: Coming to Awareness; lnsight 

When 1 fist graduated 1 thought that I had to be able to care for and treat 

all the patients 1 met and if 1 could not do so it was my failing. 

The idea that the therapirt sh0uk.i be able to handle aü situations 

and interacf in a rneaningful way with akïpatienlr I believe has ils 

roots in the scientific notion of objectivity. Rapport is establkhed 

with the patient, but rhere ir an element I cal1 "distancing" that 

serves to prevent or remove the persona1 or subjective aspect which 

may bias or influence the relationîhip and interactions. 

There are dflerences between therapeutic rapport and 

persona1 and social interactions and relationships. Howeve r, 

awareness of feelings, a greater understanding of persona1 

assumptions, values and beliefs and how these affect 

interactions and relationships c m  be extremely beneficial to 

establish and in maintaining both therapeutic and persona1 

relationships. 1 have found and believe that this enlightened 

persona1 stance cm enhance al1 interactions. 
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What a relief, when 1 began to realize that this was not ahvays possible and 

that if 1 had difncuIties working with a patient or if they did not wish to participate 

in treatment it was not my personal Mure. 1 remember my feelings of frustration 

and annoyance at myself when I found that 1 often had difnculty interacting and 

engaging patients who were manic. Why was this happening? 1 looked extemally 

for expert advice and the cause of the problem. 1 reviewed the theory and 1 studied 

the material regarding assesment, programme planning and treatment techniques. 

1 tried all the theoretical and technical advice but to no avail. What was 1 doing 

wrong? The intemalization of the teaching and the socialking 1 had received during 

my academic and practical training informed me that it could not be the patient, so 

it had to be me. 1 looked inward and started to analyze and review my interactions 

and feelings. 1 began to note a common theme. The patients that 1 found nost 

difncult to relate to and interact with were people diagnosed as bi-polar (manic- 

depressive). The behaviour that 1 found most difficult to deal with was related to 

the mania-difficulty in focusing, speech loud and fast, jumping quickly fiom subject 

to subject, often interrupting or monopolizing the conversation. It was not the 

patients who were fnistrating me, it was their behaviour and my reactions to this 

behaviour-behaviour which from a very early age had always irritated me no matter 

who or where it was being displayed. 

Once 1 realized the historical roots which influenced my difficulties in developing 

a relationship with these particular patients 1 was able to do something about it. 

Pnor to interacting with patients who were in a manic phase of their illness I very 
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consciously recognised the possible behavioun which 1 found difncult to handle and 

identified my feelings triggered by these behaviours. Then, 1 could deal with these 

internally. 1 was then able to interact in a car& and therapeutic manner. 

At Long k t  I began tu laen tu my body. The reuctionr 

and the subtle changes which, initial@, unknown to me influenced 

my thoughts, and my judgemen~ about the situation an4 

therefore, my actions and relationships. By becoming a ware of my 

feelings and by identifiing euactiy w h t  it felt like to be im'tated by 

the specifc behaviour(s) I was able to refect and to question my 

own behaviour, reactionî and feelings. Slow&, I was able to look 

beyond the feelings and reactions and began to criticai& call into 

question my beiiefs, values and assumptions which were or could 

be related to the situation. Thrr critical minat ion wus done by 

identifying separateiy rhe affective and the cognitive re-actions. 

This awareness Iead to an understanding which e ~ b l e d  an 

integration of these îwo domains. 

At first these actions were very deliberate and 

conscious acts and the specific process had to be carefully 

followed. Now, through practice this linear process no longer 

has to be followed. My responses are more spontaneous. 





A Thoughtful Pause 



Remembering: Caring; An Understanding 

3 share this story to reinforce the importance of care, acceptance and respect 

in the therapeutic alliance. S beüeve that when judgement replaces this caring, 

respect and understanding there is a reduction, if not a closure, in the therapists' 

abiIity and willingness to reflect both with/in their practice and, also, with/in 

themselves. This lack of acceptance and judgmental stand blocks out the view of and 

concern for the other. 

1 was thinking of my clhical experiences and aIl of a sudden K popped into 

my mind. This brought a flood of wonderful and interesthg mernories. K. will be 

a young man now but 1 sti l l  remember the first day 1 met him-just as if it was 

yesterday. 

1 was a young and enthusiastic therapist who was embarking upon a new and 

exciting job in a school-hospital setting. Not only was 1 new to the department and 

work area, 1 was new to the hospital and the city. 

Inside this highly specialized school-hospital setting 1 felt energized about my 

new duties and responsibilities and, particularly, excited about meeting the children 

wïth whom 1 would be working. 

One of my first responsibilities was to meet with the teachers of the children 

1 would be assessing and treating. It was essential that we work CO-operatively in 

developing a schedule. I was retuming to the rehabilitation department foUowing 



these interactions. The elevator door opened on the second floor to reveal a young 

boy and another occupational therapist As they entered the elevator we exchanged 

"Hello's". I h e w  the therapist was an occupational therapist because we were 

wearing the same uniform. The young boy was about six or seven years old. He had 

blonde hair, bright blue twinkling eyes and a warm srnile. His shirt and pants were 

clean but well worn. H e  just looked at me and then quite suddenly said, "1 want you 

as my O.T.". 1 was surprised and was not sure what to say. 1 smiled at the young 

boy and then quickly looked a t  the therapist for some guidance or support. What 

happened next surprised me even more. The occupational therapist looked at the 

young boy--"K., would you like to have this lady as your O.T.?", and then tuming to 

me she said, "You must be the new O.T.?". By this time K. was quite elated and he 

answered both her questions--"Yestf, and "Yes. She's new because 1 haven't seen her 

before. 1 want her!". My mind was in a whirt-what was happening? Why did this 

occupational therapist wish to hand K. over to me so quickly? Why did K. wish a 

new O.T.? Can this really happen this way? 

When we reached the rehabiiitation department the occupational therapist 

with K. in tow went directly to the head occupational therapist's ofnce. Hesitantly, 

1 followed her to the office. Once in the office she described the incident on the 

elevator and requested that it be officia1 that 1 take K. To some extent 1 felt like 1 

was being sold a product and this made me feel very uncornfortable. We were 

talking about a person, little as he may be he was still a Ining, caring i n d ~ d u a l .  

What did K. wish? 1 talked with hmi for awhile and, yes, he still choose me as his 



therapist K. and 1 becarne a team. 

Word spread iike wild £ire--"the new O.T.'s going to take IC". Everyone was 

wishing me good luck. Slowty, I began to discover more about K. He had been 

attending the school-hospital even before kindergarten and as 1 suspected it was not 

his physical disabilities that presented the difnculties to the therapists, it was hû 

emotional and behaviour problems. K. had never had a therapist for longer than 

four to six months. He had been transferred because therapists had dficulty 

working and communicating with him. The most recent treating therapist was 

delighted not to have K. to contend with, on her already high caseload. Needless to 

say 1 heard one horror story after another. However, to me the horror was not in 

the stories or K's behaviour, the horror was in the t e lhg  of the stories and how K. 

was being passed from one penon to another. Where were the caring empathetic 

therapists? Where was the stability? Maybe it was time that the therapists looked 

at their behaviour, feelings and actions? Where was K.'s voice? What part did 

power play in this issue? Did anyone even ask K. his opinion or what was going on? 

How did he feel? What were his desires and wishes? It is intereshg how 

expectations and preconceived ideas can foster and encourage behaviour, reactions 

and interactions. How can we eliminate or reduce these self perpetuating 

predictions? 

1 believe K. was a young boy who was trying to have his voice heard and, also, 

to have some opportunity to make a choice and have a sense of control within a 

fairly restrictive institutional setting. He reminded me of a small puppy who had 
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come out of the basket to h d  that all the people were already holding or petting the 

cute and cuddly puppies fiom the litter. The puppy then stumbles over to a specinc 

person in the group and looks up Ionging ly... K chose me. 1 decided that 1 would 

take this choice as an honour, one to be respected. If this was going to be a 

challenge 1 would accept i t  Again, 1 am sure my ideals over faimess and justice and 

looking out for the underdog play a role. 1, also, believe that more emphasis rnust 

be placed on the relationship, trust, caring and respect What are our pedagogical 

responsibilities? 

K. was a very likable and loveable child; he was gentle and caring; he was 

interested in everything and he was keen to learn and to explore. He responded to 

the therapeutic caring, the open communication and the active involvement in his 

treatment programme. It could be said that he came into being. 1 never saw the 

horri£ic behaviour described by the other therapists. Oh, he did test me but this was 

to be expected and 1 met this with unconditional caring and trust. We developed a 

good therapeutic relationship and we worked with one another for two years. 

1 was K's last occupational therapist within the school-hospital system. With 

the support of his family who became increasingly involved in his treatmenf the 

therapeutic team and the regular school teachers we were able to place K. 

successfully within the regular school system. I continued to see him on a regular 

bais  till he was fully integrated h t o  the school system. Fortunately, K.'s prior 

history had been forgotten and was not camed into the new system. The teachers 

were very supporîive and he fit well into this new environment. 1 appreciated the 
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openness and the caring of his regular school teacher and the other pupils and their 

families. This was a collaborative effort. 

In order to reflect, partr'culariy citical&, the therapîits must 

be wWIIIing lo examine îheir own actions, reactiom, values, beliefs 

and assumptions and have an openness to the others' feefings, 

thoughts, values, beliefs and asswnptiom. Critical rejlection k tu 

go beyond whut Ls seen It îi an opporrwiity and invilation to try 

to understand the possible reasons for the others ' actions, reuctions 

and behaviour. In the judgemental mode it is easy to listen to and 

see the îhing which suppon or enforce the judgements. It îi much 

more difficult and chakïenging IO remain open--tu stand back or 

detach oneself in order to gain a greater understanding and 

aEnre?zn of another 3 perspective. 

I remember once when climbing making t h e  

decis ion that  I could/would not complete t h e  

final stage t o  the cl*. There was a large  high 

sharp rock outcroppïng which had t o  be conquered 

before the  l a s t  few f e e t  t o  t h e  sunmit. M y  

judgement was based on my very narrow view and 

l imi ted  knowledge of the situation and from the 

s t o r i e s  I had heard from fr iends  who had 

previously attempted t o  reach the t o p .  The group 

I w a s  c l i m b i n g  with t r i e d  t o  explain that  there 



were a l t e r n a t i v e  r o u t e s  b u t  I was d e t e m î n e d ;  my 

mind was set.  I was n o t  open t o  any of their 

s u g g e s t i o n s .  I r a t i o n a l i z e d  t h a t  this d e c i s i o n  

was for my own, and t h e r e f o r e ,  their  s a f e t y .  

L a t e r  I l e a r n e d  of the s a f e r  and e a s i e r  r o u t e s  

from a member who had been more open t o  h e k t i n g  

the a l t e r n a t i v e s  a v a i l a b l e .  H e  had v e n t u r e d  t o  

t r y  one o f  these and he had s u c c e s s f u l l y  

completed the climb. 

To this d a y ,  1 sti l l  r e g r e t  my l i m i t e d  v i e w  

which prevented me f r o m  s i t t i n g  on the sununit. 



A Thoughtful Pause 

Through t e l l i n g  , wr i t ing  , reading and l i s t e n i n g  t o  
l i f e  s tor ies - -one 's  own and o ther 's - - those  engaged 
in this work can penetrate c u l t u r a l  bar r ie rs ,  
discover the  power o f  the s e l f  and the i n t e g r i t y  
o f  the o ther ,  and deepen t h e i r  understanding o f  
t h e i r  respect ive h is tor ies  and p o s s i b i l i t i e s .  
( W i t h e r a l l  & Noddings, 1991, pp. 3-4)  



Remembering: Empathy; Coming to Understanding 

Members of the rnulti-disciplinary team were finding this young patient 

uncommunicative and they reported he would not respond to any of their efforts to 

engage him in conversation and he did not answer questions related to the accident 

or  his care. Furthemore, he would not become actively invdved in any aspect of 

his treatment The staff were feeling extremeiy hopeless and frustrated. 

The treatment team had made the jwigement that the 

patient was uncommunicative and rabtive. How can the team 

move fiom judgement to understanding? 

When I entered the single room 1 saw a young man sitting, huddled on a chair, in 

a far corner of the room staring out the window. He was wearing a hospital gown 

and robe and his long hair, beard, face and hands were covered in black sticky tar. 

He appeared vexy sad, forlorn and alone as he gazed out of the bedroorn window. 

How cm we begin to recognise, be more aware, 

sensitive to another's vulnerabildy? Does awareness and 

understanding of our own vulnerabilify and shortcomings help 

sensitize us to the others uncornfortableness and uneasiness? 
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As 1 slowly waked into the room, 1 became very aware of the silence, he 

turned and lwked at me. 1 smiled and quietly introduced myself. I took care, 

initially, not to corne too close to him. He appeared scared and afraid; he seemed 

so vulnerable and 1 did not wish to invade his space. It was important that he had 

some level of cornfort. 

I looked at this young man and said--"The accident must have been very 

scaryt'. He lwked surprised and yet relieved and his response was immediate; it was 

as if the flood gates had been iifted. He answered-"Yes, 1 was terrified. 1 thought 

1 was going to die. The tar just kept coming, it covered me, 1 couldn't breath. 1 

thought it would never stop. 1 couldn't even call for help". He talked at length 

about the accident and what it was like to be so dose to death. 
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Respect. unberstanûing. iistming to the 

patientms voice. the patient's stoq,...these are the 

Understanding is an opening, a dwel l ing o f  
m u l t i p l i c i t y ,  a space o f  p o s s i b i l i t y  in which we 
can o r i e n t  s e l f ,  as well as a place o f  ethica l  
respons ib i l i t y  t o  others.  (Greene, 1994. p. 12) 



A Thoughtful Pause 



Remembering: Vulnerability; An Awareness 

B. burst into the staff room. She was initially unaware of the two therapists 

already engaged in a conversation. B. was talking to herself "that was a disastrous 

group"; pause; "two patients ruined the group"; pause; "what will the nursing staff 

think"! From the tone of her voice, her facial expressions, her body movements--the 

shrugging of the shoulders and the quick movements of her arms and finally the 

effort exerted in tbrowing her body onto her chair--it was very easy to detect her 

frustration and a Ievel of annoyance. All of a sudden B. became aware of Our 

presence. She immediately included us in her monologue--her report, her 

interpretation of the group she had called disastrous. There was little opportunity 

given for response. We listened intently. "1 was trying to hold a group on decision 

making-1 bad it planned. 1 knew what 1 wanted to convey. 1 had it organized-we 

were going to decide, as a group, how to do a particular task and follow the activity 

through to completion. AU the group members would be involved; everyone would 

have had a role ..... But two people in the group kept intempting the process. They 

were disnipting the group. One patient shouldn't even have been in the group-all 

she wanted to do was to discuss decision making in relation to suicide. Another was 

trying to direct the group, take over my leadership role, because she wanted to show 

how you could use decision making in the community". 

At this point (as the clinical supervisor) I knew 1 had to interrupt B. I had to 

establish if the patient was contemplating suicide and if B. had taken appropnate 
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actions to ensure the patient's safety. 1 was extremely relieved to discover that these 

issues had been handled appropriately. This interchange only stopped B's story for 

a few moments. Immediately following this interaction she returned to a further 

detailed description of how others had wrecked her group. 

1 was initially surprised and shocked by this discourse. The therapist was 

showing no insight into her personal interactions nor the interactions within the 

group. She was accepting Little or no responsibility for the group process tending 

instead to blarne everyone else. The patients because they wished to change the 

plans or the direction of the group to meet their own needs; the nurses because they 

sent inappropriate patients to the group; and the patients again because from their 

feedback the nurses would probabiy think or knew that the group had been 

unsuccessful. B. displayed littie empathy, awareness or sensitivity for or towards the 

patients. It seemed as if B. saw the patients as objects. Their voices were not being 

listened to or when they were heard it appeared as if the therapist attempted to 

silence them in order that her plan, content and direction would not be lost and, 

also, as a means of gaining a sense of control. 

1 could not help but wonder if 1 was hearing correctiy--was 1 tnily listening to 

the voice of a fully qualified staff member? As much as 1 was trying to be non- 

judgemental--the judgements about what should or should not have been happening 

in the group kept leaping into my mind. It was very tempting to become autocratic 

and tell B. what should have been done in the group. However, the on@ person this 

would have helped (in the short term) was me. It would have alleviated my 
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hstration with B's interactions and with what had occurred in the group and it may 

have helped reduce my confusion about how best to handle this situation. This 

course of action would have provided an immediate solution. However, 1 believe 1 

would have modelIed similar behaviour to the behaviour B. was displaying. 

In retrospect, 1 was the only one involved in îhis interaction who was looking 

for a solution which included change. B. certainly was not. She was seeking 

confirmation and approval that her analysis of the goup  was correct, that all her 

interactions had been appropriate and that we would have handled the group in 

exactly the same manner. J., her peer agreed that she too would have handled the 

group in the same manner. This increased my tensions about the whole matter. 

1 attempted to help B. and J. look at the group from a different perspective. 

What concemed her about the patient referring to practical situations in the 

comrnunity? What did the patient do or what were the reactions of the other 

patients that made her believe or feel that the patient had taken over the leadership 

role of the group? What did this mean to her? What did it mean to have a group 

that was not successful? Why was it important that the team perceive or see the 

group as a success? 1 was trying to assist B. to look more closely at herself and her 

practice. 1 was attempting to stimulate or facilitate reflection. B. found this very 

difncult, constantly, refemng to the others. She became increasingly hstrated as 

1 tried to address the issue back to her as a therapist and as a person. 

Again upon reflection it was probably not the appropriate the  or space for 

B. It would have been better if 1 had simply stated that I recognized that this had 
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been a dficult group expenence and that it could be interesthg to explore this 

further. 1 could have foilowed this by offering an invitation to review this expenence 

at a mutually convenient tirne. This would have given B. time to compose herself 

and hopefully, the opportunity to revisit the situation. It would also have given me 

more t h e  to reflect on the situation, to look at my own reactions, address the issues 

that 1 found interesting and provide the opportunity to fornulate questions to 

stimulate discussion and, hopefuily, reflection. 

In reflecting upon B's verbal description of the group 1 became aware that 

content and control seemed to be major themes. She also tended to focus on her 

own performance, forgetting others except when looking for explanations as to why 

the group had not run as she would have preferred. This interested me. 1 could not 

help but question how these were possibly related. In thinking about students and 

other new grads I am aware of the importance of being familiar and cornfortable 

with the content, particularly in a group setting. Does technical competence or 

familiarity with the task increase the confidence of the therapist? It is my opinion 

that it does. 1, also, could not help but wonder how B. felt about her profession-the 

relevance of her clinical practice. How are her concepts of occupational therapy and 

the clinical occupational therapist in psychiatry related to self? This may have been 

Linked to her concems about how the nurses perceived the group. 

Another issue which interested me was the difnculty or tension 1 felt between 

my desire to help B. develop confidence and competence in her practice, particularly 

in the group setting, while also wishing that 1 could facilitate or foster attitudes of 
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thoughthl reflection. 1 have been aware of this tension or feeling before but have 

not identified it so clearly. 

I have previow& been aware of this tensiun in my practice 

but in the past I have ignored or pushed aside th& tension as being 

between the desire to help the therupal develop conjiüence u d  

competence in her practice and the desire to encourage and 

ficilitate thoughlful reflection There Ls tem'on but the confict ik 

not in devekbping con@leme and competence and facilitating 

refection, the conflct i s  within myself and the methodr I saw as 

solutiom to the immediate situation. 

On the one hund I wish I could htnntly fix the problem 

by emuring that the therapist know specific group techniques, 

procedures and dynamics which would hopefully lead to fewer 

mistakes or diwepancies. Ahos t  like rote leaming. There is no 

need tu question 

On the other hand, I am interested in the therapist 

becoming more confUent and competent through increased 

awareness of her evepàay clinical practice by caliing into question 

her actions, reactions, thoughts, vakes, beliefi and assumptionr 

and looking more carefilty, thoughrfuUy and tcictfuüy at others. 

It takes time and patience to facilitate and encourage this 
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movement and possible change. 

I know fhe path I wish tu fdlow. Hopeful&, by recogn-g 

the source of thU tension I can lei the quickfi  vanirh and be 

more comforiabk in choosing the method best suited to the setting 

and the context. There wiü be occasions when i? b necessary to 

teach a specflc technkpe and there wül be times when refection 

and crirical questioning is the choice. 

Often in the clinical setting there is a need for both 

methods and one method does not exclude the use or 

introduction of the other. 

1 have ahvays felt very strongly about presenting strategies or techniques in 

a cook book style. This approach may be useful if the therapist utilizes it as a 

guide--one where the recipes can be adapted and modified to suit the particular 

situation or the patient(s). However, my fear is that this cook book approach is too 

sirnpiistic. The therapist may miss the complexity of the issues, the solution and their 

practice. 1, also, believe that this can be restrictnte and can prevent the therapist 

from beginning to look at her practice through cntical reflection. My major concem 

is that the therapist will miss the importance and role of relationships in or to their 

practice. There is more to a competent therapist than technical skill or craft. What 

about the sensitivity, the trust, the awareness, and the respect? 
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Therefore, 1 was surprised at my need to give or tell B. precisely how to mn 

or conduct the goup. 1 was, also, hstrated because all my attempts at trying to 

facilitate B. looking at her practice or self seemed to fail. How could 1 help? 

1 realize that I have to accept my personal limitations. As much as 1 wish B. 

to be able to look critically or reflectively at her practice, become more aware of self 

and others and begin to hear and listen to the voices of her patients 1 cannot force 

this upon her. Reflection cannot happen instantly just because 1 think it would be 

a good idea. B. has to be ready. She has to be in a position to be open to this 

reflection and this may take t h e .  However, can 1 help set the stage for this 

openness-this readiness to begin looking reflectively? 1 am interested in assisting 

or facilitating staff to utilize reflection as a means to continuing professional growth. 

A way of bringing into the open the meaning of occupational therapy for each 

individual therapist. Thus, moving into continuous leaming-lifelong learning within 

the i n d ~ d u a l  therapist's career. 

1 think that B. had become so involved in trying to produce the best or the 

perfect group (product) that she became almost oblivious to the group 

members--particularly their needs. In discussions, and when developing practical 

tools or in choosing specifïc modalities B. always placed great emphasis on being 

client-centred; the patient must be actively involved in the process. However, once 

in the practical setting she became so caught up in the content that she was unable 

to hear, listen or actively engage the patients. Maybe this almost over planning of 

the goup cornes from a concern to give the clients what she believed they required 
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and an amciety over being able to provide this. She may also have been trying to 

minimize surprise responses from the patients. Unfortunately, this was not the case. 

How can 1 help B. plan so that there is a place for the patient? How can 1 help B. 

encourage care, awareness and respect for the client in her planning? How can I 

help B. let go so that she can become more attuned to the clients as persons and, 

thus, empower them? How can 1 help B. see that in occupational therapy there is 

always a state of flux and that this movement helps make our practice exciting and 

rewarding and, of course, at h e s  hstrating? 

1 must also remain open to hearing and iistening to B's voice. Just as 1 expect 

B. to include her patients in the planning and implementation of treatment sessions 

I too must include B. if this is to be an active learning process. 1 musc also, know 

when to stand back and empower B. by encouraging her autonomy. B. has a 

responsibility (response-ability) for her own participation, leaming and practice. 

As 1 write, 1 find that my attitude towards this group interaction is beginning 

to change. By l o o b g  more deeply within myself (reflection) 1 am finding areas or 

issues (1 camot think of the words to adequately describe this) I had not thought of 

before or previously explored. It is as if the fog has cleared and 1 can see how my 

own assumptions may also have been clouding the issue. Reaiizing this 1 can now 

own my responsibility and make changes within myself which, hopefully, can be 

useful in this situation and in others. 

T h i s  reminds me of c l i a b i n g  and hou important it 

was to s t o p  and view the landscape .  What I saw 
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was c o n s t a n t l y  changing b e c a u s e  each s t e p  

uncovered  someth ing  new and often each  new 

d i s c o v e r y  was more e x c i t i n g  than the l a s t .  The 

v i e w s  were wonder fu l  and they c o u l d  be awe 

i n s p i r i n g .  O n  o c c a s i o n s  these views c o u l d  b e  

misty b u t  this had i t s  own magic.  Zt t e m p t s ,  i t  

c a l l s  for e x p l o r a t i o n  and p r o b i n g  and when the 

m i s t  l i f t s ,  o f t e n  as s u d d e n l y  a s  it a p p e a r s ,  o r  

it i s  p e n e t r a t e d ,  the v i e w  can be b r e a t h  t a k i n g .  

1 c o u l d  c h o s e  t o  s t o p  and l o o k  or e x p l o r e  my 

i m m e d i a t e  surrou f id ings  or I c o u l d  v e n t u r e  f u r t h e r  

a f i e l d  t o  g l i m p s e s  o f  d i s t a n t  h o r i z o n s .  The 

l a n d s c a p e s  changed constantly in the d i f f e r e n t  

l i g h t s ,  and, then t h e r e  was the sky w h i c h  had its 

many f a c e s .  

1 think there was, also, a part of me which felt that 1 should provide exactly 

the nght kind of help and that I had to be effective in the eyes of the young Iess 

experienced therapists--after all I am the expert. 1 may also have felt that there was 

an expectation or at least a perception from the younger therapists that I should be 

providing the correct answer. Although 1 would Iike to think that this is not 

necessanly the case 1 may have been viewing this as a sign of my cornpetence. 1 do 

not believe that 1 have to have a l  the answers or the right kind of help but 1 do 

believe that 1 have a responsibility to assist the therapisf through facilitation, in such 

areas as discussion of alternatives, reflection, and access to a variety of human and 

technical resources. In this particular situation 1 was confused. There were too 

many different aspects which required review-the basic technical skills, the group 
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dynamics, the safety and security of patient a re ,  the control issue, patient 

relationships, team dynamics, therapeutic use of self and basic interpersonal 

communication. 1 felt myself being puIled in too many directions-after safety and 

securïty which issue had the highest priority? 

1 was very aware of my own feelings. Were they influencing my decisions? 

Was 1 being too judgemental? How could I help B. leam from this difficult lived 

expenence? How could 1 help make B. aware of her vulnerability and how this 

could influence the group process? How could 1, also, encourage and promote the 

confidence so essential for her self-esteem? 1 felt confusion. There was tension 

between these possible actions and interactions. 

In reflecting critically on this situation 1 can see my own vulnerability and 

feelings of self-doubt. Once again can this self-doubt be a positive irnpetus for 

change? In this critical reflection am 1 not questioning myseE my being as a 

facilitator of and withfin the practice of occupational therapy? 



A Thoughtful Pause 
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Remembering: Coming to Respect 

The foflowing clinical expenence provided me with unique opportunities for 

reflection. 3 could reflect on and in rny practice as the coordinator with clinical and 

administrative responsibilities for the therapists and the student within the 

organization and, as it would happen in this specinc case, as a direct chical 

instz-uctor of the student's educational fieldwork placement However, what 3 felt 

was particularly important, was that circumstances offered me the chance to view 

reflection through yet another lens. The therapist who was initially supervising the 

student was, alço, facilitating the student's reflection on and in her clinical practice 

through discussions and reflective journal writing. As 3 am interested in facilitating 

refiection with staff this was an oppominity for me to observe, reflect, discuss with 

the therapist and the student their expenences and re-reflect. Thus, gaining further 

understanding and awareness about the nature of reflection. 

It was a new experience for the student, G., to be present in a chical 

environment This was a strange new world, one full of wonder, excitement, mystery, 

and perhaps some magic. Yes, fear, anxiety and apprehension were also to be found. 

The sites, the sounds, and the smeUs were somewhat familiar and, yet, these senses 

also informed the student that they were quite different from anything else she had 

experienced. She brought to the placement her ideas and her assumptions of what 

to expect in this new practical setting. She also camed with her, values, beliefs 
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assumptions and prejudices and her feelings of great uneasiness and discornfort. As 

a CO-ordinator of this Ieaming experience 1 observed her hesitant approach and her 

uneasiness and concem through her non-verbal language-the puzzled expression, the 

furrowed brow, the wide open eyes and the weak almost tremulous srnile. 

However, where was G.'s voice? For the £kst few days of the fieldwork 

experience she was silent, cautiously following the directions of the staff in the area 

to which she had been assigned. At this time she had great difnculty articulating 

what she was seeing and she was certainly unable to share what she was feeling. 

When she did start to speak and ask questions staff were very concemed about the 

language she used and the way she described and spoke about the patients and their 

situations (staff described her comments as '~udgemental"); her lack of understanding 

about the patient's ilhess and conditions and why they were involved in treatment; 

and her lack of empathy or ability to see things h m  the patient's perspective or to 

put herself in the patient's shoes. The staff also expressed concem about her verbal 

interactions with the patients-both for the patient's and the student's sake. There 

was a naivety about her personal disdosures and her penetrating, probing, and direct 

questioning camed a sharp edge which gave the impression of a lack of caring and 

respect for the patients. Following one treatment session she stated to one of the 

interdisciplinary team members that she was bored and saw no reason why she 

should continue to observe this type of treatment session and she saw no advantage 

in her continued participation in this particular treatment procedure. Staff reported 

that in the discussion which followed the above interaction G. displayed much 
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indifference, defensiveness and distancing £rom the chical expenences and the 

interdisciplinary team. This was a very senous situation. 

The supervising personnel who contacted me to review this situation were 

extrernely distraught and frustrated. They felt responsible for providing G. with an 

interesting and informative learning experience. What could they do to help the 

student? How could they change her attitude, make her less judgernental? What 

could they do and how could they make the practicum more meaningfd and 

interesting for G.? 

In the re-reading and rejlectingfifiher on this aspect of thk 

story I began IO question and to gain a greater understanding of 

how the staff may have been feeling. I believe thut t h q  may huve 

feft thal they foo were being judged. Wmt  does it mean tu the 

therapkts to have their programme. their treatment procedures 

calkd "borUtg"? What do the student's comments say about the 

staff as rherapa~? The commena and the situation may even 

have put their comperency and profciency into question. What 

does it feel like and what does it do to the therapisfs to have their 

profesionalîrm and professional competency questioned? Were 

the therapists able to see thk situation from this student's 

perspective? 
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In my capacity as a supervisor, 1 have found that in 

situations where therapists feel judged it is not unusual for the 

SM to feel that their performance is somehow inadequaie. 

Et has been my experience that the SM feel the need to 

respond to the student's boredom or disinterest by raising or 

trying to increase their own performance level. 

They feel totally responsible for the situation and try 

even harder to fil1 the gap, whether this be by providing more 

detailed information, or trying to be the perfect therapist. 

Each of these solutions results in the therapists 

expending more and more energy and often the student 

becomes /ess engaged in the placement. Rather than being 

an active participant in the leaming process the student 

becomes a passive recipient. There is liftle or no cooperation 

or colleboration in the /eaming/educational experience. 



It is almost impossible f o r  us t o  understand, much 
l e s s  ernpathize w i t h  students who f i n d  Our subject 
boring o r  i n t i m i d a t i n g  . 

1 concur with Brookfield when he States: 

the  fu r ther  we t r a v e l  from our f i r s t  experiences 
o f  learn ing it, the  easier  i t  is t o  fo rge t  the  
f e a r s  and t e r r o r s  new learning can provoke. 
(1995, p.50) 

1 found it intereshg that the supenrising therapist felt completely responsible 

(response-able) for the leaming experience, the learning environment and the 

student's leaming. Where was the student's responsibility (response-ability)? What 

was her role in this chical experience? What responsibility (response-ability) did 

she have for her leaming and her expenences? 

1 bew from previous experience that the interdisciplinary team valued the 

importance of involving the student actively and coliaboratively in the practical 

learning process, through mutuaily agreeing upon the experiences to be observed and 

the level of the student's participation, and worlang collaboratively regarding the 

placement objectives and the active involvement in the debriefing sessions. However, 
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the usual means of sharing and exchanging during the debriefing sessions, followiog 

the patient assessments and treatments, did not appear to be beneficial to either 

Party* 

The staff expressed conceni that G. did not appear to be receptive to the 

chical information being imparted by the interdisciplinary treatment team members. 

They felt that her questioning appeared to be derived £rom a defensive-cntical mode 

rather than cntical inquiry. Her responses to staff questioning or seeking 

clarification of her explmations or interactions were perceived by them as defensive. 

The few times when the student appeared more relaxed and responsive was during 

breaks where she would share social interactions and persona1 stories. 

Unfortunately, these more informal situations could not be utilized to engage the 

staff and student because the treatment team were, slowly, beginning to withdraw 

and disengage from G., even in these social settings. The situation was becoming 

very unpleasant for everyone involved. 

I was not direct& supervhring the student, but as the CO- 

ordimtor I had concem and questiom. Why was the student so 

uncornfortable? Wus she afaid? What hues, values and beliefs 

were being calkd into question for the student? 

Was there a senre of carUr& respect and ernpathy for the 

student? I f  th& was nor present, then what was happening in the 

clinical environment? Did the student 3 attitude and behavior lead 
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to the therapLrrs censonng their interactions and responses? Were 

they, Zike the studen~ recoüingj?om th& situation? Did the staff 

realize that they too were becoming increasinglyjudgemen&al about 

the student's behavior, actions and interactions. 

How can we reduce the judgement and move into a realm 

of respect, understanding and a wareness? 

Whal was the student 's a wareness, understanding of the 

situation? Was her defensivenss arZringfrom an a wareness of the 

situation or did her defenrieness block the reality of the situation? 

This was G.'s first clinical experience. From my 

previous experience of working with students, my initial 

observations of G. in this practicum and from the team's 

reports of her behavior and interactions with the staff and 

patients in this clinical setting 1 felt that she may be feeling 

very vulnerable in this new environment. G. was aware that 

the team knew, from her level of training, that her theoretical 

knowledge and practicai skills for this setting were limited. 

However, did she have a fear of the team realiing just how 

little she knew in this particular setting? She was the only 

student in this clinical environment, therefore, she had no 

peer(s) with whom to discuss issues, problems or fears. Did 
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she feel that there was no safe place or person with whom to 

discuss her unce/tanties, amietes and fears? BrooMield 

(1994, 1995) discusses this fear which he calls the "imposter 

syndrome", in relation to the experienced professional. I 

believe this c m  also be related to Go's concern of having her 

vulnerscbility unmasked-the fear of humiliation, of looking 

foolish in public. This fear of having my own vulnerability 

unmasked was present in my narrative about my first long- 

term student placement. My own awareness of my fears 

around humiliation and vulnerability may also, part&, explain 

my concem for the student in this setüng. Understanding of 

this bias may also assist me looking at other alternatives and 

listening to the other's voice. Did Ge's concerns and 

uncertainties lead to a resistance in actively participating in 

this clinical learning situation? Was her disengagernent in the 

practicum her means of suivival in this unfamiljar 

environment? 

Or was she bored? This possibility also warrants 

investigation. What did she mean when she used the 

expression bored? Were we hearingflistening to the student's 

voice? Where was her responsibility (response-abiliiy) in this 

placement? 
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Did the staff also feel vulnerable? Did G.3 behavior 

and interactions expose their "imposter syndrome"? 

How were Ge's concepts of occupational therapy and 

her role as a student of Viis profession related to self? How 

did she see her identity? How did she feel about or see the 

profession in Ulis pariicular setting? 

In discussions with the direct supervising therapisf in addition, to speaking 

directly with G. about her clinical performance, difhiculties, behavior, attitude, 

fieldwork expectations and evaluation procedures it was suggested, and the decision 

made that the student would ais0 be provided with an invitation to keep a reflective 

journal about her practical expenences in this clinical setting. 

G.  enjoyed telling stones which described social situations and interactions. 
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Therefore, it was our hope that by writing descriptions of her clinical expenences in 

conjunction with discussions and interactions in the chical  environment she would 

increase her understanding and awareness of the clinical practice. This reflective 

journal writing was seen as complementary to the other clinicd teaching techniques 

and modalities utilized within the practicum. 

The di/fuIties being highlighted by the staff in thk clinical 

placement made me ponder--What &/are the difference(s) between 

social interactions and devebping a therapeutic rapport? Was G. 

aware that there k a difference? Whar is public and p&ate 

materinl? How much does a theraprSt disclose? How does a 

clinicinn decide what is appropriate to share, and decide to what 

degree or level he/she is wiIIing to disciose? In a therapeutic group 

setting when is it approphte for a clinician to disclose personul 

materid? How does the therapirt know when it ir the n'hl t h e ?  

1s it ever appropriate? What do we mean by approprùzte? 

If G. was feeling insecure could her clinical journal 

provide the safe place for her to disclose her uncertainties, 

anxieties and concems? 1 have found thaï when 1 car? cleariy 

identrfy these issues they can more readiiy be addressed and 

ways of overcoming the concems can be found. Ofien by 
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identwing or being a w e  of what islcould be causing the 

miety helps diffuse or dissipate the amiety/ditficulties 

(problems). Would/could G. uütize her journal entries in this 

vein? 



When the direct supervising therapist and 1 met with G. to discuss the 

placement and her performance we were thoughtful and careful about the 

environment We wished to set a tone which would enable a relaxed atmosphere and 

an openness for discourse. FolIowing our discussions G. was very receptive to all the 

suggestions and recommendations, including the invitation to reflective journahg 

which she eagerly accepted. Thinking back to rny own initial resistance and hesitancy 

about exploring my practice through journal writing 1 was surprised and, also, at this 

moment in the, greatiy relieved by the students positive response. 

In retrospect knowing how difficult reflective joumaling can 

k and the rigour involveci, I was somewhat concemed by the G. 3 

eagemess. I began to question--wu this again her naivey maybe 

even a desire to piease the supervrSing therapkt or both? Whar 

role did power play in this situation? Did she have any idea of 

what th3 activity may invuive and how thfi cou~wotiki  increase 

her vulnerabüity? 

"I was suprised" and "greatty relieved" by the student'k 

positive response. Wty? Did th& relate to my i..tening to the 

staffs repom of her negative behavior and responres and when 

lhrS did not happen I was suprised and relieved. Again, what rde 
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did power play? 

How can I utüire information I have about specific issues 

and situations, and my possible biar to enüghten my interactions 

am& thus, be respectfit thoughrful and open? Is thlr possible? 

wtîilizmg (evim if at a subcunsd~~b leval) our power. 

No matter how caref ully we monitor Our act ions,  we 
can never r e a l l y  know t h e i r  f u l l  impact on 
students. Events, words and decisions that  t o  us 
mean very  l i t t l e  are taken as highly s i g n i f i c a n t  
expressions o f  our power and authority by 
students. (Brookf ie ld,  1995, p .  94.)  

InitiaMy through the reflective journal she was invited to write descriptions of 

the experiences she encountered da@ in her practice as a student. Following this, 

she was invited to review these descriptions by looking more closely at her reactions 

and interactions and then to begin to reflect on her values, beliefs and assumptions. 

Tirne and space was available during her dinical day for writing and if she wished 

she could ako carry this actMty on to her own tirne. (The importance and means 

of ensuring confidentiality for aIl parties concemed was discussed and stressed). 

There was an expectation that she would share aspects of her journal with her 
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direct supervising therapist or dimiss experiences she found interesting, problematic 

or successful. However, it was her choice which material she would choose to share. 

This journal writing and sharing were separate from the other clinical and academic 

expectations. G. was to attend the regular debriefing sessions at the end of 

assesment and treatment interventions. At these sessions the patient's, the staffs 

and the student's interactions and actions would be explored and analyzed. Strengths 

and areas for improved would be dixussed and future plans and directions 

formalized. Also, as part of her regular chicd  placement she was expected to share 

observations, actively participate in team and patient conferences and demonstrate 

interest and knowledge through asking questions and sharing ideas. 

It was anticipated thnt she wouM gain a greater 

understanding and awareness about her pructice and possibly 

herself fiom her cdical refective joumal writing and her critique 

of these joumal entnés. The team, a h ,  hoped that whar she 

learnt fram her wn'tings would cany over uito her interactions and 

a ctivities in the practical setting. 

lt was hoped that through herpersonal knowledge and 

her increased awareness of her everyday experiences she 

would gain a beginning understanding of the ciinicd practice. 
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After accepting the invitation and commencing her journal writing the 

treatment team reported that there was a noticeable change in G.'s attitude towards 

and about her placement She appeared more confident and they reported that this 

was evident in her enthusiastic approach to the whole clinicd expenence. This did 

not mean that the problematic issues disappeared, but she was more receptive to and 

acted upon the feedback she received. The team and the direct supervising therapist 

felt that G. was no longer as defensive and that she was more responsive and 

responsible. 

As the CO-ordinator I was interested in thir change 

wWrCth/in the practicum. Whnt had brought about the apparent 

transfomation in the student's attitude and behviour? Did she 

feel more confidnt about herself and her role in the clinical 

setting? Was her identity as a person and as a student more 

secure? Did she feel less vulnerable? Had the boredorn she 

expressed earlier been reduced, rephced by. .... ? 

Had the careful and thoughrful setting of the tone, space 

and time for our (the student, the therapist and the coordinator) 

dkcussioris helped her feel actively involved in her phcement? 

Did she feel respect and thut her voice as a person and as a 

sfudent within thk setting hod been heard? 

Did she feel a sense of control and empowerment in the 
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chical setfutg? Ifso what contributed to and whar was thb seme 

4 contrd and empowennent? 

Did the students active engagement in her placement 

contribute to a change in the interdisciiplinary team's and the 

supervising thempist's approach and attitude towards the 

stodent? In additon, to the direct supervising therapist, was 

the tearn again accepting and taking on a more mutuai& 

active and responsible (response-able) role in the learning 

process? Did this attentiveness help engage G. in her own 

leaming and responsibility (response-abilityJ within the clinical 

expriemes. Were the team members more empathetic and, 

thus, empowering G. in the clinical setting? 

1 was interested in understanding and knowiug the possible reason(s) she saw 

for the change in her attitude, behaviour and performance. Therefore, 1 decided to 

speak with G. about her perceptions and her opinions. 

She reported that she had heard the concerns of the team and that she had 

conxiously made the decision to act upon the recommendations and advice received 

by being more actively involved in her placement and more aware of her reactions. 

She also stated that she knew her concems were being listened to, she felt more 

respected as a person and that she had accepted responsibility to make personal 



changes in attitude and behaviour. 

In retrospect was G. reporring w h t  she thought I,  as the 

coordinutor wished to hear? Allhough I had entered into th3 

interaction as an individual interested in understanding change 

and refrectiun, whut influence did my organizationul position of 

authority have on and to these exchanges? What role did power 

P ~ Y ?  

InitiaDy G. shared al1 of her writings with her direct supervising therapist. By 

reading her journals the therapist gained further insights into the student's difnculties 

and problems and these supported what the supe~king therapist was observing and 

hearing wïthin the clinical setting. Although G. had difficulty describing the actual 

clinical situation, she did openiy and freely write her thoughts and judgements about 

the situations and the patients in her journal. The supervising therapist reported that 

this material helped to highlight, particularly for her, the difnculties the student was 

encountering in the clinical environment. 

How was the supervrSing therapist inregrating the 

infoimation the sldent was sharing through her journal w'n'ngs 

with G. 's everyday clinicai practice and learning activities? How 
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were G. 's reflectiom on her everyùuy activi'ties of practice assiiting 

her in practicum? Were her refections assuting her in the clinical 

setting? Whal was she leaming about her practice and herseif as 

a person, student and potentinl therapist? 

Did reflecting on the everyday activiües of practice help 

the student become more aware of the possibilities in the 

client's Iife? In order to push at the boundaries of practice 

and begin to critically question pracüce was it necessary for 

O. to have an empathetic appreciation of the other's Me as 

they know it? . 

1 wa~i mfQreste3 m h w  the s t u b m t  w u  

p r ~ r e s s m ~  with her ruflcctive ioumal m g .  

This mtercst stemmub frm a g4nuine respect, A Y I ~  

caring about G. her progre~  irn3. also. a 

concem. carhg am respect for the tkorapbt wko 

war ka- to h a d e  tkb ùifficult an3 switive 

situation. Havever. 1 a b  bepn to realize that m y  

hterest rtommeb not mly t*om m y  vole M the 

clinical co-or3i).ld,tor but al- f r m  my  roles M A 

M t  o f  ruflecti*m anb as a researcher mterestea 



Unfortunately, due to an unforeseen incident the supeMsing therapist was 

unable to continue with her s u p e ~ s i o n  of the student. As this was a difncult 

situation and because 1 had become more directly involved in this placement I 

became the student's direct supervisor. 

At this stage in her placement the student was now a Little more reluctant to 

share her actual writings, although, she would discuss and explore her experiences 

in face-to-face discussions. What was or had precipitated this change? At first, 1 

thought this was a result of the change in direct supervison and, also, because of the 

authority G. could perceive 1 had in my administrative and clinical roles. This may 

have played a role but I found that there were other interesthg influences. In 

discussion, 1 discovered that G. was no longer writing in her clinical journal on a 

regular basis, and she shared that this was because she was now aware that she made 

judgmental statements, particularly regarding patients. She stated that she "knew 

that judgemental statements were wrong". However, when she wrote or descnbed 

what she saw on a daiiy basis she could not help but include these judgemental 
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statements in her writings. She reported that without these judgemental statements 

she could not describe her practice. 

DuI G. feel wlnerable? Her personal Mew and opinion of 

the clinical situations and the patients hud been jùnher q o s e d  

through her Wtings and her sharing during the debriefing sessions. 

in sharing this personal infornation, she had been told by the 

clinical experts that some of her views and opinions were 

judgemental, but G. did not know or derstand why. At this 

point she hud not e,xplored the values, assumptions or beliefs thut 

were the undepinnings of îhese statements. Did she feel judged? 

Did she feel dIScipfineed by the expem? Again what role did power 

and arithority phy? Is if suprising that she may have feft 

unheard, m a ~ l i z e d ,  and siienced? 

Was ihe student, again, feeling the "imposter 

syndrome"? Had her greatest fear of exposure occurred 

through her journal wriüng and her willingness to share this 

material? How could these concerns and fears be reduced? 

How could the invifation to reflect remain open? How could 

the clinical team move from judgement to respectful 

thoughtfulness? 
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What happens to the supervisor, the treatment team or 

both when they leam or become aware that the student is 

feeling judged? It is possible fhat they may also, feel this 

"imposter syndrome" - exposed, vulnerable? (BrooMield, 

1995, p. 229) 
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In retrospech I believe that the treatment team hoped that 

her critical refective joumal wn'ting and her cnrique of these 

joumal enhies wouh augment the debnefig sessiom and, 

therefore, increase her unders~anding and a wareners of herpractice 

and, possibly, herse& Were the staff eqecting t w  much too 

quickfy from G. and her journal wn'ting? Wus there an Unpücit 

erpectation that the journni was replacing the team's clinicaf 

leaching? Had the journal wn'ting become the prirnav source of 

the initial supennîing rheraplrr's and the team's information und 

decirions as fo G. 's progress or làck thereof? 

In my new role as the direct cIhical supervisor 1 became intent on helping the 

student feel cornfortable in the clinical setting through verbally exploring descriptions 

of the typical clinical day and encouraging her to write about her expenences. 

Slowly, 1 realized little was happening and that we were going around in circles. This 

reflection-in-action assisted me in slowing down and to look at my own actions. 

What was happening to the student? 1, also, recognised that 1 had to look at why 

we were not progressing. 

At first I had been so focused on helping the student that 1 did not consider 

her words "judgemental statements'' and, furthemore, 1 had not provided the space, 

the opportunity nor the tirne for the student to explain in more detail what was 

occurrhg or what she saw happening with/in her clinical experiences and her 
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reflective journal entries. 

In reflecting more deeply 1 began to recognise that, although, my intention to 

help could be considered good or caring, 1 may havs prevented or iixnited the student 

from expressing herself and relating the difnculties as she saw them. Was 1, 

unintentionally, falling into the trap of rescuing the student and, therefore, taking 

away or reducing her sense of control, power and responsibility (response-ability) ? 

Did my over zeulous concern about her winerabiiity and 

my wish to be fair and non-jwigementa f prevent me fiom q l o r i n g  

other possibiiittes, hearing the student 's voice or both? Where was 

my respect for the student in thk clinicai environment? Why, in 

thk setting hnd 1 not utilked this self awareness and imight to 

examine and uncover olher possibi&ies und aitemtives? 

1 had become focused on only one aspect of what G. 

described as her problem, the dfiiculty in knowing what to 

write in her journal. ï may have interpreted this need 

incorrectil. 1 never asked for or listened to hear G.'s ideas, 

or thoughh around Mis issue. Did my reactions and my 

interpretation of the difficulty arise from recalling my own 

dificulties and problems around first writng about my every 

day practice? lt can be an asset to be empathetic but this 
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should not be at the expense of the context of the situation or 

h e m g  the otbefs voice. The common bond 1 had with the 

student was dHicuky in knowing what to wnte but the context, 

and the reasons why were extrernely difrent. 1 Ieamed a 

valuable lesson-one has to be mare of transference and 

countertrensference in al1 aspects of public and private Me. 

What 1 had missed was the awareness and the understanding that the student 

now had about her judgemental statements. What did this mean to the student? 

What was the awareness? How did she gain this awareness? What was her 

understanding of judgemental statements? 

1 stepped back, and began to look at  the responsibilities (response-abilities) 

within this facilitator-student relationship. In this relationship 1 believe that there 

is co-operation and collaboration and a mutual s h a ~ g  and iistening-a mutual 

exchange occurs. Within our relationship, there had been occasions when this 

exchange had occurred but there were also occasions when there was a gap or the 

exchange was one sided. When 1 took the tirne to enquire, gently, with thoughtful 

and tactful questions and to listen carefully to the student's answers and her 

questions I tegan to have a better understanding and awareness of the situation. 

What 1 unearthed was that when the student shared her journal entries with 

the supervishg therapist, she had marked and written the words judgemental in the 

text where the student had used (what the therapist considered) judgemental 
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statements or comments. If these statements had been utilized in a therapeutic 

interaction or report they could have caused difnculties in the clinical setting for the 

student. The supervising therapist's intensions were not to silence or offend. She 

had been trying hard to be helpful by enlightening the student about the clhical 

setting, treatment interventions and therapeutic rapport In the student's journal, 

there were examples of the problem issues the supervising therapist saw G. 

encounter within the clinical setting. It would probably have been helpful if the 

supervising therapist had been able to clarify these situations. This can often be 

extremely difncult in the chical setting as it is not ahvays possible to stop a 

therapeutic interaction or an action to highlight a problem issue. When situations 

are discussed in the debriefing session the exact words may be difficult for the 

therapist to recall, and the problem or the issues may be denied by the student or 

explained as a misinterpretation. It can, also, be difncult for the supervking 

therapist to encourage the student to evaluate the situation and the experiences when 

she is aware that the student has limited experience in the clinical setting. When G. 

described the experience in writing using the same language she often utilized in the 

chical setting, the therapist saw this as an opportunity to help clarify the difncult 

clinical situations. The clinical picture was clear to the therapist. By m a r b g  the 

offending words and sentences the therapist had hoped that the student would gain 

a clearer understanding of the situation and, also, gain insight into her behaviour and 

actions. 





the c h i c a l  environment. 

Were G. 's statements judgemental or did her Iimiiations in 

professionui lunguage and her use of specifc enq~ressions or slang 

play a roie? Where dUi these erpressiom and metaphors ongnate ? 

1 remember my first days in a cunfculum course where I 

was unfamiüar with the profeSSona1 language of teuchers. This 

qerïence provided me with some insight into how another 

individu1 coJd feel ifthey attempted to enter into a discussion on 

specific occupationaltherapy ksues. Why do we as professionak 
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feel we have to have our own iunguclge or jargon? Does thk help 

in indicating or estabibhing professionalkm or does it seek to 

mystifl? W t  role does power phy? 

I have learned from previous intensive reflection that 

justice and fairness are particularly important to me as an 

individual and in my role as a clhician. In looking closely at 

this story I begin to see once again, the importance that 

hirness and justice played in my trying to understand the 

views and reactions of al1 parties-the patients, the 

interdisciplinary team members, the supervising therapist and 

the student. 



kappens in the thmape~nc an3 the teachms 

mvironment. I beliuw *kat it is necessary to 



t b u  w u  fuel t w a m  patients ana m t s ?  

Following mutual sharing of chical experiences, and with support and 

encouragement the student did recommence wrîting her journal and she continued 
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to make entries throughout the final weeks of her placement She was also more 

actively involved in the clinical activities, her rapport with the patients was more 

therapeutic and empathetic and her interactions with the interdisciplinary team were 

professional. 

She successfully completed her practicum and by the end of this fieldwork 

experience she was more cornfortable with herself in this unfarniliar setting and with 

the role of occupational therapy. Slowly, she was beginning to have a greater 

appreciation and empathy for the patients. There was an awakening to and a deeper 

understanding of her responsibilities and interactions in her everyday experience and 

an awareness of the therapeutic use of seK. 





A Thoughtful Pause 

One o f  the most important areas o f  learning f o r  
adu l ts  i s  t ha t  which f rees them from t h e i r  
habi tua1 ways o f  t h ink ing  and act ing and invo lves 
them in what Mezirow (1978, 1981) terms 
"perspective transformation" . This means t h e  
process o f  becoming c r i t i c a l l y  aware o f  how and 
why ouf assumptions about the world i n  which we 
operate have corne t o  constrain the way we see 
ourselves and our re la t ionships ... there are two 
paths t o  perspective transformation: one is a 
sudden ins igh t  i n t o  the s t ructure o f  assumptions 
which have limited o r  d i s to r ted  one's 
understanding o f  oneself and one's re la t ionships;  
the  other i s  d i rected towards the same end bu t  it 
proceeds more slowly by a ser ies o f  t r ans i t i ons  
which permit one t o  rev ise spec i f i c  assumptions 
about oneself and others u n t i l  a stage occurs i n  
which t h e  assumptions become transformed. (Boud, 
Keogh, & Walker, 1985, p .23) 





Remembering: Coming to Trust 

Usuayl student fieldwork placements are stimulating and rewarding 

expenences for ail the people involved-the student, the direct supervising therapist 

and the CO-ordinator. However, on occasions difnculties anse and this narrative 

descnies such a situation. 

In order to set the scene it is helpful to provide some background 

information. A number of senior level students assigned to the facility came from 

one of the universities which emphasises problem-based learning and self-directed 

leaming. In addition to the regular chical evaluation formats the students had been 

given the responsibility of developing specinc leamhg contracts. These learning 

contracts are utilued by the university rehabilitation programme to reinforce the 

philosophy of self-directed leaming and the student's role as an active participant in 

the leaming process. This is also one of the strategies the faculty believes will 

encourage the development of s u s  necessary for lifelong leaming. 

Although initiated by the student, the contract is negotiated with the 

preceptor and, if necessary, the department CO-ordinator. In keeping with the more 

traditional aspect of academic life the contract accounts for fifty percent of the final 

clinical evaluation. Regular evaluation reports account for the other fiYl percent. 

The student, a bright, confident and enthusiastic young woman, was in her 

final professional year and she had been assigned as her last clinical experience, two 

differing but complementary rotations. Foiiowing successful completion of this 
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placement she would be qualified to enter the profession. 

As the first few weeks of the clinicai experience would be spent in only one 

of the areas of her clinical rotation, prionty was given to developing and finalizing 

this particular Iearning contract This she did in a responsible, enthusiastic and 

timeiy manner. 

Part way through her placement 1 discovered through discussions with her 

supervising therapist that the studenf W., was hesitant about completing the 

learning contract for the second area of her chical rotation. W. stated that it was 

not necessary to develop the second leaming contract as the formal evaluation report 

covered aIl aspects of her placement 1 was very surprised to hear this information. 

The discussions surrounding the student's mid-term evaluation indicated that 

the supervising therapist saw no problems other than W.'s need to build on the 

speciality skius necessary to work independently in this paticular unit. This is not 

unusual as the speciality area required advanced clinical skills in addition to the 

regular basic competency requirements. From the supervising therapist's perspective 

the placement was going as expected, however, she preferred that 1 follow-up on the 

leaming contract situation. 1 did not feel that this was an unusual request. 

During the student's initial orientation we had discussed the development of 

separate learning contracts for the two differing areas of her clinical practice. She 

had been hlIy involved in making this decision and was quite confident about 

foilowing through on this pracess. What had occurred to bring about this change? 
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At the orientation 1 had infonned the students that 1 was available as a resource 

person and as a problem solver should the need anse. She had not contacted me. 

1 wondered why? We had taked many times, by telephone, prior to her arriva1 for 

her placement and it seemed as if we were developing a good working relationship. 

What had happened in this clinical environment? 

It was necessaxy for me to con& with the academic facility whether or not 

completing this second learning contract was essential to their final evaluation 

requirements. If it was not essential then 1 saw no need to insist that the contract 

be completed. 

From my discussions 4 t h  the academic student coordinator 1 learned that it 

was essential that, the student, complete both learning contracts. There was room 

for negotiation and flexibility but the bottom line was that the contract had to be 

completed in order to fulnl the academic requirements regarding the fieldwork 

placement. After my discussion with the practicum supervisor and the university 

student CO-ordinator 1 realized that this situation could be a challenge. 

1, initially, contacted W. by telephone. In Our brief conversation she sounded 

quite distant and abrupt. Therefore, 1 decided that it would be more productive if 

we met and continued our discussion in a more persona1 marner. We set a mutually 

convenient appointment for later that same afternoon. From W.'s voice tone, energy 

level and the content of her conversation 1 was alerted to what I perceived was 

resistance. However, 1 was reluctant to label this issue as purely resistance. In my 

experience when a person reacts this way they are either denying or masking their 
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tnie feelings or avoiding a painful situation. 

1 deliierately chose to meet with W. in the conference room within her work 

area. The meeting room was smal, comfortable and relaxing. This was her temtory. 

Her supewking therapist had duties outside the unit at this particular t h e  of day 

and we would have privacy. 

When 1 met with W. she appeared a little anxious. Unfortunately, Our initial 

discussion took much the same tone, format and direction as Our earlier telephone 

conversation. The student was adamant that she should not complete the learning 

contract. 1 recalled our previous negotiations and agreements, pointing out the 

importance and signincance of the contract and the formal requirements of the 

school. The interactions were going round in circles; we were making no progress. 

This was s i m i l a r  t o  the d i f f i c u l t i e s  

I had, on occasions,  encountered when clitnbing. 

A climb is not wi thout  its f r u s t r a t i o n s .  I have 

many memories of w o r k i n g  p a r t i c u l a r l y  hard t o  

reach a s p e c i f i c  area o n l y  t o  f i n d  t h a t  it was a 

f a l s e  suarmit, and t h a t  another r i d g e  o r  s lope  

loomed ahead. Wany of the mountains 1: climbed 

had numerous f a l s e  summits, however, d e s p i t e  a l 1  

the  frustration and the e x t r a  e f f o r t  I was never 

disappointed.  Usually the rewards exceeded my 

expec ta t ions .  

In retrospect her plans and conversation were very concrete and content 

centred-the learning contract. 1 also became caught up in this issue. My blinken 
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were on and 1 was also going down this same narrow path. It could be said that we 

both had our own agendas which we were holding on to very stubbordy. Where was 

the caring, the compassion, the understanding, the compromise? Why did I so  

quickly judge the student's reactions and behaviour as resistance and difnculty with 

authority? I lost sight of the other possible reasons why a person fights or hangs on 

to an issue so strongiy. 

In re-reading this narrative I believe it ir important to 

reflect on what gave trSe to my initial interpretation of M's 

behaviour. AIIhough I wrote that I was reluctant to dismiss thb 

&sue as pure& resktance, my actions in practice indicote that th& 

was in fact one of my prst inte~retatiom. I 11e of the student 's 

behaviour and actionr as reasonr for my judgVg the student as 

resistinglopposing. CVhat were the behaviors and actions which 

gave rire to my judgements? It U ako important to cal1 into 

question my own reactions. M y  did I so quickfy name and lubel 

V? 's behaMour as reslrrve? Was I hearing Ul 's voice or were my 

actions coming from a place of authority where 1 erpected the 

student to laen  and automatically act upon whut was expected 

/rom the inrttution (the faciiity and the university)? Was I 

reacting to my sociaürntion and intemailring 4 the student- 

supentîror relatiunship? As an undergraduate student, rare&, gual 
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al& would I have questioned or refufed to do a task erpected $ 

someone who was in a supehing pmt or role. Dki I expect her 

to behave as I had done, as a studenh in the past? 1 believe that 

titis may have been happening. Certainiy, upoo reefection, I am 

aware that our interactions were not very open or equaL In the 

initial phase of this incident it was more like a stand-@ There 

was little exchange. Neither the student nor myself were lhtening 

or hearing the message or the view the other was attempting to 

convey. Mere was my thoughtfulness and tactfulness ? 

1 utilized what Sch6n (1983, 1987) refers to as "refiection-in-action". 1 tried 

different approaches but to no avail. The interactions were narrow and continued 

to deteriorate. The student was beginning to contradict herself and 1 was becoming 

more confused in my attempts to understand her issues. On one occasion she stated 

that she could not take on any further responsibilities because of her high caseload. 

This 1 could understand. However, upon explorhg and clarifyhg this issue 1 

discovered that her current caseload was low compared to the expectations for a final 

year student. 1 was surprised, conhsed and sornewhat fnistrated. 

1 wonder how many times as a teacher 1 have 
reacted w i t h  my assumptions and f a i l e d  t o  hear the 
o t h e r ' s  s to ry .  Sometimes 1 have been too quick t o  
judge, and have missed the opportunity t o  gain a 
deeper understanding. 1 wonder what  the  purpose 
o f  my cha t te r  is? I remember reading somewhere 
t h a t  t h e  advantage o f  ta lk ing  i s  t h a t  i t  gives t h e  



speaker the  a b i l i t y  t o  cont ro l  o t h e r ' s  thoughts 
and actions.  We attempt t o  form re la t ionsh ips  i n  
our society ,  yet  we place too much importance on 
talking, never allowing a pause i n  t h e  
conversation i n  order t o  r e f l e c t  upon what t h e  
other  has t o  Say. (Greene 1994, pp. 58-59.) 

I wonder, whut was the purpuse of my chatter? In additon 

to the possibility of giving me the ability to control the student's 

thoughts and actions ancl. therefore, to some eident the situation, 

did thlr t a k g  mask my uneasiness and give me a fake senre of 

control? Was 1 denying my uneasiness and vdnerability? 

This nmow interpretafion, the compattmentalizng of 

the issues, prevented me from broadening my perspective of 

the situation and from exploring other possibilities. Even in 

re flecting-inaction when trying ciifferen t approac hes 1 was 

dealing with the s m e  issues. The approach and techniques 

of handling the situation were slightly different but my 

concems, attitude and reactions remained the sarne. This 

superficiel reflection related more to the skills and the 

techniques not to the deeper seated problem of W.'s closure 

w w i n  her practice and the issues of attitude and feelings 

which sunounded the negative feedback and interactions 

between the direct supervisor and the student. 
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In becoming more aware of my emotions, particularly 

the confusion and the frustration, with the student's behaviour, 

ouf faitering interactions and my altempts to handle the issue 

helped me stop for a few moments, and. take stock of the 

situation I find Viat an increased awareness of my emotions 

end reactions to a situation is often the sign for me to 

detachldistance myseif from the issues in order to take the 

opportunity to reflect and integrate my feelings (body) and rny 

thoughts ( ' a ' ) .  Thus, I can have a broader view which 

helps provide me with clear directions and actions. This brief 

detachment, helped me take a more holistic approach and 

helped my thoughtfulness to surface40 be more open and 

responsible for my own reactions and to hearing the student's 

voice. 

It was at this point 1 decided that 1 had to confiont the situation more directly 

by i d e n m g  my feelings of confusion and the resistance and opposition 1 was 

perceiving through her behaviour and interactions. 1, also, pointed out that this 

behaviour was quite different bom my previous observations and our interactions. 

There was silence. She looked at me for what seemed like an eternity and then she 

slowly and hesitantly began to descriie the dficulties she was encountering with her 

supervising therapist. She explained that the only feedback that she was receiving 
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was negative and that this was greatly underminhg her confidence; she felt 

intimidated. These experiences were m a h g  her feeI incompetent and she shared 

that this was almost paralysing her in her everyday practice. During this conversation 

she became tearful. With gentie encouragement and support, by listening carefully 

and through clarification of the issues and situations she was able to expand on the 

difficulties she was encountering. 1 was no longer surprised. It was no wonder that 

she was resisting or felt unable to accept or initiate any further chical 

responsibilities or duties. 

Our interactions began to change. There was an openness, 

a freedom, which enabled mutual likfening, sharing, caring and 

respect. 

Although this had been a harrowing expenence, as we sat together discussing 

the issues she became more relaxed and open. 1 also felt more cornfortable and 

relaxed. 1 passed no judgements, treated her with respect and caring, listened and 

when necessary asked for clarification or paraphrased her explanations. We were 

able to discuss her clinical caseload, clinical priorities and set realistic expectations 

with regard to her clinical expenence which included her learning contracts. 

My awareness that a change in our 

interactions/direction was necessary came when i was most 
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embroiled in the situation R is at this stage that detachment 

is so important, however, when so invofved it is not ahvays 

easy to identm. For me, recognising the intensity of my 

emoüons and hearing myseif become verbaily repetiave is a 

key. This move from enmeshment created the degree of 

detachment which enabled me to speak more clearly and 

confidently on my own behalf, thus contributhg to cfarity and 

understanding of the s i tuath  

Did this silence help the student find her degree of 

detachment which in tum, also, assisted her on speaking 

more clearw on her behalf? 

This detachment does not lead to closure and silencing 

within the person or the situation. The detachment helps to 

contribute to the individuais cornmitment, passion and 

enjoyment tirough clarity and understanding rather than 

misunderstanding. 

From these foundations we were able to identify and examine alternative ways 

of solving this situation. Although I had the desire to take the full responsibility for 

addressing and resolving this issue 1 had to hold back from this temptation. 1 felt 

it was important for the student to be actively involved in all aspects of the decision 

making process and her leaming experience. 
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After reviewing and rejecting a variety of alternatives, she, clearly stated her 

wish to speak directly with the supewising therapist regarding her need to have 

positive feedback about her practice in addition to the constructive criticism. 

As part of the mid-term evaluation process the student had responsibility for 

completing an assesment of the clinical supervishg therapist. She had completed 

this fonn but she had been apprehensive about discussing this material with her 

supervising therapist She felt that this evaluation process would provide the tool to 

help introduce the problem issue and assist in the discussion of the topic. 

1 was deeply concemed about W.'s vulnerability and aware that she was abaid 

that the situation may become worse. However, 1 felt that it was necessary that she 

decide on the course of action which wouid best assist her. 1 also felt that this was 

essential in her reclairning an element of control in her clinical placement, in 

redeveloping a working relationship with her supervishg therapist and in rebuilding 

her self-confidence. Nevertheless there was a part of me which was very aware of 

the possible risk--this action could backfire and the situation explode. 

The feelings of v u l n e r a b i l i t y ,  the question 

o f  r i s k  and the i ssue  o f  t r u s t  t o  h e r s e l f  and t h e  

o t h e r  are similar t o  my f e e l i n g s  when I was a 

neophyte climber. This reminds m e  of the first 

t h e  Z w a s  on a winter snow and ice climb.  I had 

a l1  the appropriate gear w h i c h  Lncluded an i c e  

axe .  Prior tu l eav ing  on this par t i cu lar  outing 

I Bad been assured by climbing fr iends  that, 

although there was an element of risk, if f did  



s l i p  the ice axe, when u s e d  c o r r e c t l y ,  would 

b r e a k  my f a l l .  I t  wes  an e s s e n t i a l  p i e c e  o f  the 

equ ipment ,  W e  nad s e v e r a l  s i m u l a t e d  p r a c t i c e s  o n  

how t o  u s e  the equ ipment  before v e n t u r i n g  o n  t o  

the s l o p e s .  Once on the h i l l s  I was f a c e d  w i t h  

the h a r s h  r e a l i t y  o f  the s i t u a t i o n ,  The sufi  was 

s h i n i n g  b r i g h t l y  and the sky was a b e a u t i f u l  

shade  o f  b l u e  b u t  the wind w h i s t l i n g  around u s  

was b i t t e r l y  c o l d ,  E v e r y t h i n g  was w h i t e .  Some 

a z e a s  were covered  w i t h  g l i s t e n i n g  so f t  powdery 

snow w h i l e  in o t h e r  sections the snow had m e l t e d  

and had re formed  i n t o  h a r d  packed g l i t t e r i n g  

b i u e - w h i t e  i ce ,  T h e  l e a d e r  1 ooked a t  the s m a l l  

group who were on  their  first o u t h g  o f  this t y p e  

and s a i d ,  "Now show me how you use y o u r  ice  a x e " .  

The moment o f  truth had a r r i v e d .  W e  s t o o d  

u p r i g h t ,  looked  a t  e a c h  o t h e r  and then proceeded  

t o  v e r b a l l y  e x p l a i n  what w e  would do.  No, t h a t  

was n o t  what he d e s i r e d .  W e  had t o  d e m o n s t r a t e  

t h a t  we cou ld  use the equ ipment .  M y  first 

t h o u g h t  was, he m u s t  be j o k i n g .  I t  was then t h a t  

I r e a l i z e d  t h a t  I was n o t  s u r e  if 1: t r u s t e d  

m y s e l f  o r  the ice axe. A f t e r  what seemed l i k e  an 

e t e r n i t y ,  I t o o k  the p iunge .  I walked s l o w l y  and 

h e s i t a n t l y  on t o  the ice s l o p e ,  d e l i b e r a t e l y  f e l l  

and began t o  s l i p  with i n c r e a s i n g  speed down the 

ice f a c e .  1 h u r t l s d  the ice a x e  w i t h  a l l  my  

m i g h t  i n t o  t h e  ice--1 s t o p p e d  iamred ia te ly .  My 

inmtediate f e e l i n g s  w e r e  d i s b e l i e f ,  f o l l o w e d  v e r y  

q u i c k l y  b y  r e l i e f .  T h i s  was a l s o  t r u s t  and faith 

in m y s e l f  and my abi l i t i es ,  t r u s t  in the l e a d e r  
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and my companions. This was an exhilarating 

experience . 
Upon r e - r e f l e c t i n g  on this i c e  climbing 

experience I am struck a t  how trust and r i s k  

taking can assist and influence how I face my own 

vulnerabi l i ty  . Could/would awareness of trust 

and r i s k  taking h e l p  W .  in future d i f f i c u l t  and 

threatening s i tuat ions? 

FoUowing Our marnmoth session, W. and 1 rnaintained regular contact 

throughou t the remainder 

honest. 

1 met with W. after 

of her placement and our interactions were open and 

her meeting with her supervising therapist and together 

we examined, analyzed and reflected upon the interaction. Although she did not 

meet all her own expectations in her discussions with the supervisor she was 

relative@ satisfied and pleased with her ability to handle a difncult and challenging 

situation. What was most important was that W. considered this a successful meeting 

and she was satisfied with the outcorne. Throughout the last few weeks of her 

placement she appeared more confident, accepted and camed out more clinical 

responsibüities, received positive feedback from team members and her supervisor, 

developed good working relationships with staff and an excellent rapport with 

patients. She successfully completed her fieldwork experience. At the end of her 

ciinical practicum she remarked that this had been a very difncult placement but 

acknowledged that she had grown a great deal from the expenence, through gaining 

insights into her own behaviour and working relationships and ob taining valuable 



practical experience which she could utilize in other situations. 

1 found that upon writing this story 1 again, became aware of the anguish and 

the humiliation that the student had been feeling from receiving only negative 

feedback during her clinical experience. 1 began to realize that her reactions were 

very similar to the behaviour and reactions I have observed fiom ind~dua l s  who feel 

ignored, misunderstood or treated unjustly. 

What ih ako interating to me Lr my own reaction-my 

desire to asskt the student regain her self-conjùience, and obtain 

her own sense of control in the situation. Did my earlier 

experiences in the school systern where Isaw the use of power and 

c o p r a 1  punishment as being misused or unfair, influence my 

future actions and reactions? I believe thal they did. 

I am not afraid to confiont a situation, however, 1 always try to be aware and 

sensitive to the actions and reactions of the people involved. It is extremely 

important to me that no one is intimidated or humiliated--1 ahvays try to look for the 

positive aspects and provide the i n d ~ d u a i  with a sense of control. In the chical 

setîing, it has been my expenence that identifymg and separating the behaviours 

£rom the person can help in defusing and clai--g problems or difficult situations. 

As this reduces the persona1 element of constructive criticism and enables the 

individual to address or reflect upon the behaviour(s) and action@). 1 also h d  it 
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useful to own or identify my own feelings in relation to the behaviour. Hence, the 

person does not feel attacked. 1 believe that being aware of and sensitive to the 

ind~duals  feelings and reactions and strengthening their positive qualities c m  

greatly assist in the development of communication, respect and, thus, relationships. 

It has been my experience that reducing the feeling of 

personal aîtack helps a person stay focused on the issue and 

enables the person to begin to look more carefully at 

themseives. 1 believe that developing a trusting relationship 

is essential in facilitating reflection. 



A Thoughtful Pause 

I n  Women's Ways o f  Knowing (1986) the authors t a l k  
about t h e  teacher as a midwife-they a s s i s t  t h e  
students i n  g iv ing b i r t h  t o  t h e i r  own ideas, i n  
making t h e i r  own t a c i t  knowledge e x p l i c i t  and 
elaborat ing it . 
They support t h e i r  students ' thinking,  but they  do 
not do the students' th ink ing f o r  them o r  expect 
the students t o  th ink  as they do. (pp. 217-18) 
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Remembering: A Personal Stance; Awareness of Vulnerability 

In our study goup we had been talking about numerous very interesthg and 

stimulating topics and issues. 

Suddenly, the importance of the statement "being in the present" took me 

back to the small private hospital room where my husband had just died. 1 was 

fortunate enough to be there, to be present with him when he died. 1 had seen 

death many times before but this time it was different. 1 knew that Ray had taken 

his final breath, but, even as the young doctor c o n m e d  this ... the first word that 1 

pronounced very loudly was "No!". This could not be m e !  There was shock and 

disbelief. Time seemed to stand still, the room was quiet and 1 was briefly aware of 

the sterile surroundings-the bed, the chair, the bedside cabinet, the bare walls. The 

flowers and cards on the hospital bedside cabinet provided the only colourful or 

welcoming objects. As the initial shock began to ease, 1 became very aware of the 

feeling of a vast emptiness, and then the pain in my inside. 1 now began to realize 

the truth of he or she "died from a broken heart". What 1 was feeling was a raw 

excruciating physical pain, but in order to come to tems with the reality of the 

situation, 1 knew, for me, 1 had to feel this pain. If 1 was ever going to come to 

t ems  with Ray's death and be able to move on, 1 needed to feel and truly live this 

experience. 

It is amazing how as human beings we have this desire to shelter and protect. 

To make what we perceive as a bad or unpleasant situation better, no matter what 

the costs. 
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The young intem stated that it was essential that I take "a pill", which would 

help me feel better, get through the situation and help me sleep. He could not 

understand my need to feel this pain nor the fact that 1 did not wish to take the pi&. 

1 did not want to go to sleep, to feel better-1 needed to be in this moment. 1 realize 

in retrospect that his concem came from his caring and, also, his difficulty in loosing 

a patient-medication was one answer he  had to pain. However, at that particular 

moment in tirne, I felt that there was no consideration given to my opinion, my 

wishes, my needs, my beliefs and values nor my cultural upbringing where illness and 

death are part of the every day h e d  experience. In fact, this young doctor followed 

me onto the hospital grounds insisting that 1 take the medication .... he only stopped 

when 1 pointed out that 1 would on@ take the pills from him to keep him happy ...... 1 

had no intention of taking the medication. A young nurse who showed much caring, 

respect and empathy was very supportive of my actions. She heard my voice, and she 

carefuiIy guided the physician off in another direction. Once home, 1 found the 

realistic practical activity of cleaning my oven very helpful. 

Throughout my grieving period 1 was very aware of an increased awareness, 

an openness and sensitivity to others and nature-a feeling of being in the present. 

As Butala (1994) describes, letting go of everything and being at one with nature. 

I found walking on sandy kaches, or sitting on a rocky outcrop by the ocean 

and listening to the sounds of the waves, the wind and the birds calming and resthil- 

being at one with nature. An ideal opportunity for thoughtfulness. 

Through this physical pain 1 found an awareness of my persona1 stance .... my 
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being and this vulnerability were enlightening. It offered an invitation for reflection, 

the oppominity to question long held beliefs, values and assumptions, some that had 

been hidden or suppressed in my depths. 

1 had this great desire, 1 was almost driven, to search both internally and 

extem W... had othen who had shared a similar experience felt this pain, this new 

found awareness, this spiritual openness? How long would this last? 1 was not 

interested in how-to guide books ... 1 sought the experiences as lived by others ... both 

in verbal communication and in writings. 1 thought about keeping a journal in order 

to help other people who wouid or who had experienced this grief. Unfortunately, 

1 did not write ... now 1 wish 1 had. The being in this particular space has gone. 

As the pain began to subside and 1 began to accept and adapt to my loss 1 

also began to realize that this increased awareness, the openness, was slowly 

beginning to close. Through refiection and critical questionhg 1 had corne to terms 

with a number of important issues. Some values and beliefs were r e a b e d ,  while 

in other instances 1 had realigned or changed my assumptions. In retrospect, 1 had 

probably gone through some form of transformation. Maybe this decrease in my 

previously raised consciousness was not so much of a closure, as an integration and 

a w o r h g  through-a coming together, connectedness. 

Through this traumatic expenence and the tunnoil that followed 1 have gained 

much persona1 insight and acceptance. The changes that occurred during this chaotic 

phase in my Me have had a lasting positive influence. 

This expenence has also been very helpful in my everyday chical practice. 
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Early on in my journal writing when I was beginning, very tentatively, to explore my 

practice 1 wrote about my expenence with a young man who had been severely 

bumed by tar. What 1 did not share in this journal entry was why 1 felt cornfortable 

in approaching this patient and discussing his fears about death and the traumatic 

experience he had encountered. My personal experience and the critical reflection 

1 went through has helped me be able to talk openly and honestly about death and 

all khds of other Ioss-ail the physical emotional and spintual aspects that this 

involves. In the uncomfortabIeness that the other feels, there is an awareness, a 

seose of calmness and acceptance witbin this perceived horror. An awareness of the 

other's vulnerability, fears and hopes and through my persona1 stance, caring and 

respect for the other 1 can stretch out to touch the core of the individual; a fellow 

human being. 

Aü our nunatives are personai whetkr they are about our 

schoof days, uur famifies, OZU inter- or our practice. However, 

some stmfa seem and are more persunal than others because they 

contain our seul; our vey  being. These srunes are ofen dificuit 

to bnng from the private forum Ullo the pub& arena. Our core, 

our most vulnerable sel/ b aposed 

1 shared this story wLfh my sister, my confidant and I 

have shared parts of this sfoiy with friends but, when I wrote 
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this as part of my research work in progress this was the first 

time 1 had made this stoty public. 

The writing was important to me because it showed 

how the private (personal Ifle) and tbe public (professional 

life) are interconnected. T h e  are no impermeable walls 

between the private and the public. One c m  inform the other 

if we choose to look and Iisten. We can build barriers and 

/ive separate /ives, but, if there is no bridge between the two 

1 believe something will be missing. We can leam from both 

worlds. 

When 1 first commenced my critical reflection / tried 

very hard to keep the private and the public separate. 

Ho wever, as the multi-layers and dimensions of reflection 

unfolded this became more dRYicult. Particulariy, when 

explo ring and uncovering the historical, cultural and political 

aspects which cm help inform practice. 



This  moment i n  my l i f e  caused me t o  dwe l l  less i n  
a world o f  casual expression, experience, 
language, and act ion .  The moment served as a 
s t a r t l i n g  awakening i n t o  a search f o r  meaning and 
essence; i t  permeated every sense known t o  me. 
(Heard, in Aoki, (Ed.) 1990, p.  13) 



A Thoughtful Pause 

Empathy i s  characterized by an expression o f  being 
there,  a sou1 turning, a recogni t ion o f  l i keness 
and d i f  f erence, a p a r t i c i p a t i o n  i n  the experience 
o f  another, a connection w i t h  fee l ing ,  a power t o  
recover from tha t  connection, and a persona1 
enrichment. The disposi t ion,  the presence, and 
the  act ions o f  empathy r e f l e c t  a th ink ing  and a 
f e e l i n g  t h a t  happen a t  once. (Peloquin, 1995, 
pp. 30-31) 

S t o r y t e l l i n g  i s  fundamental t o  the human search 
f o r  meaning . . . . Yet i t  is composing a l i f e  
through memory as w e l l  as through day-to-day 
choices, t h a t  seems t o  me most essent ia l  t o  
c rea t i ve  l i v i n g .  The past empowers the present, 
and the  groping footsteps leading t o  t h i s  present 
mark the pathways t o  the fu tu re .  (Bateson, 1990, 
P. 34) 

People seem t o  f e e l ,  . . . t h a t  t o  be vulnerable means 
t o  be weak, t o  be foo l i sh ,  t o  be i n  need o f  
protection...Vulnerability is a qua l i t y ,  1 see, 
t h a t  nobody wants. . .Nothing e lse but  the opening 
o f  the  heart speaks t o  people i n  a way t h a t  
matters, t h a t  holds the p o t e n t i a l  t o  change 
people's l i v e s ,  because they recognize the common 
humanity, the ub iqu i ty  o f  what seem l i k e  unique 
problems, unique sufferingm..Openness o f  the hear t  
breeds openness o f  the heart .  Vu lne rab i l i t y  
cracks the hard casing o f  the hearts o f  others. 
(Butala, 1995, pp. 9-12) 



Remembering: Opening Through Closure 

This is difficult to express. My thoughts are Swirling, constantly moving-ideas 

pop in and leave just as quickly as they appeared. The focus changes. The direction 

alters. I am confused. My feelings are strong and rnixed but they are much easier 

to identify. I have no voice. 1 am not sure what this silence means. This silence 

does not feel m e  openness ..... slowly 1 am aware that 1 am shutting down ..... this is 

closure. 1 am vaguely aware of the others voices but 1 am not truly listening to what 

they are saying. They become background noises. 1 am engulfed in my own 

thoughts .... my own preoccupations. 1s this reflection? 1 am uncornfortable, but, at 

this moment 1 am unable to do anything to change the situation. This is my 

dilemma. Can this type of silence be a form of self listening? Can this lead to 

openness .... a new understanding? 

Maybe by writing 1 can create an openness, an understanding, or at least 

create some order out of this turmoil. 

We are t a b g  about opposition, resistance and outlaws. 1 am extremely 

interested in knowing more about these terms, ffom what could, possbly, be a 

different perspective. 

In my professional world and work experiences these words have a negative 

connotation. When someone questions an action, an evenf a procedure, a policy or 

a situation-the rules, that person is caiied resistive. When the usual way of doing 

things or the status quo is challenged the i n d ~ d u a l  is dismissed as just being 
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resistive or resistant. He or she maybe labelied as opposing everything-a 

generalized statement. The message to the othen is that this voice should be 

ignored. Somehow it is wrong, bad or sociaiiy unacceptable to call these issues into 

question. The individual who speah out is often made to feel uncornfortable and 

if the penon in authority does respond to or engage this ind~dual, then this 

individual's statements or actions may be said to be defensive. The power base or 

authority does not attempt to hear, to see, nor to understand the opposition or the 

resistance. Does the authority feel threatened? Are they unsure of how to handle 

this particular i n d ~ d u a l ?  Are they sometimes oblivious to the issue or the problem? 

Un fortuna te&, I have heard myself utter these same words 

without really Iuoking for or stopping to find or hear an a w e r .  

Why k she or he reshting? Why k he or she so resktive? 

if has also been my experience that resistance through 

persuasive communication or actions cm, in the end, Iead to 

growth, development and change. The action of pushing out 

boundaries or limits can be creative, exciting and exhilarating. 

Risk taking c m  provide the opportunity for critical review and 

questioning and cm, if necessary, lead to change. 

1 listen intently to the professor's description of opposition and resistance, the 
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class discussion and reviewed the quotes £rom the Literature. This silence has an 

openness. It enables listening and reflection. 

1 could not help but reflect upon m y  present clinical situation. 1 found myself 

saying that it is exciting to be in an environment where the clients feel empowered 

to challenge, to question, to offer opinions fieely-to push the b i t s .  1 men this to 

our class situation. Could we, possibly, be called outlaws? Immediately following 

my statement I heard the professor's response-"but, how do you feel being compared 

to psychiatnc patients." Unfortunately, I do not remember the exact quote. My 

reactions and response are immediate. 1 feel compelled to answer--1 do not see my 

clients as psychiatric patients--they are individuais; persons. They are no different 

£rom anyone who has a serious physical disability or disorder such as diabetes. 1 am 

glad, almost relieved to hear a fellow student respond to the idea of individuais; his 

thought, that his pupils are not students but people. Upon reflection I believe we 

were both responding to the idea of labelhg groups or ind~duals--stereotyping. 

However, neither of us suggested or discussed this in relation to Our comment.. The 

class laughs, warmly, with or at this response. The issue dies. 1 wonder if the 

laughter is a way of lightening possible tensions within the room. 

1 certainly feel tension. I am annoyed, perplexed, puded, surprised, hurt and 

disappointed at the professor's response. 

Why is there any need to mention that my clients are psychiatric patients? 

Why is there a need to look at a cornparison? Am 1 misinterpreting the professor's 

words? Am 1 rnisinterpreting the meaning, the reason for this response? Within the 
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class situation the idea of misinterpretation or misunderstanding only fleetingly 

enters my mind. What does this comment mean? Why did the professor make this 

response? What is happening within the class? 1s this stigma? 1s this my own 

prejudice speaking? Why are my feelings so intense? 

As 1 begin to slowly but clear1y identify my feelings 1 become more in touch 

with the turmoil within myseif. 1 realize that 1 am lwking extemally. 1 am s e e h g  

the solutions and the answers £rom outside myself. How can 1 assume annven to 

these questions if 1 never ask them or ask for clarification. 1s there an element of 

blaming? Rationakation for my feelings and action-or lack of action. No wonder 

1 am going round in circles. 

1 am using up a tremendous amount of energy and really going nowhere. 1s 

this behaviour, this silence a form of opposition? 

Alrhough in thù particuiar situution there was no great 

danger, Isaw thai there was an element of rlrk In refrospech thlr 

would have been a greut opportunily lo practice pushing at the 

boundaries. me aperience couùi prove benefcial in situutions 

where the ground/phce is more d k y  and, possibly, even 

dangerous. 

Again,  t h i s  is similar t o  my hi11 walking 

experiences and the energy and the effort t h i s  

e n t a i l s .  



There were times when it was jus t  a steady 

plod and there were the occasions when it was 

much more dangerous--fording a swollen r i ver ,  

crossing scree o r  some suarmer ice o r  climbing 

around rock outcroppings . Each brought its own 

f e u s ,  frustrat ions ,  rewards and in s igh t s .  In 

addition t o  trust îng m y  cornpanions I had t o  trust 

myself .  

What is even more interesthg is my closure. Why did 1 feel unable to check 

out my feelings and the issues? Did this have anything to do with authority and 

power? Am 1 afraid to confront the professor because of the ind~dual's authority 

within the university structure? Do 1 feel a sense of powerlessness? What stopped 

me from asking for clarification? 

In retrospect could 1 have prevented this closure £rom happening or could 1 

have reopened the door once it had been closed? This is difncult to say--1 am not 

sure. 1 was aware of some of the options available to me. 1 could have asked the 

class how they felt or what they thought about my comment or the professor's 

response. 1 could have engaged the class in a discussion around this topic or 1 could 

have asked for clarification £rom the professor. However, at that particular moment 

in time 1 couId not use them. 

What is meaningful to me is what 1 have learned from this experience. 

Wnting abut this experience has helped me create an openness and an insight into 

my actions and reactions. 
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Through reflection I now have a bet fer understanding of my 

cornpelling and urgent need to respond to the &sue surowtdUg 

the psychiarric patients. I am interested in my need, my desire to 

champion the cause of the psychianic cüen~. ThCF sumunds my 

feelings and values regarding the stipa within our culturefsocie~, 

for persuns with emotional or mental illness, the myths perpetuated 

by the multi-media; the dilemmas these clients face with respect fo 

housing poveq, employment, leisure--1 hear my clients concems 

on these ksues, ofen Is th& an a m p l e  of where my earlier 

expe~encespanicular!y in the education system, regarding faimess, 

justice, intimidation and humiliation influence my future actions 

and reactions. Once more, I believe they did 

Did the content of being in an education environment 

heighten or Mens@ these values of faimess, justice, 

intimidation and humiliation? 

Did my concem for sensitMty and awareness of others take preference over 

my own feelings and reactions? Did my concem regarding misunderstanding and 

being able to see the other person's point of view prevent me fiom confronthg the 

professor? This may appear as if it is a contradiction to my present writing. 

However, as a result of the intensity of rny feelings 1 was unable to clearly separate 
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my feelings from my own behaviour and that of others. Were my feelings so strong 

that 1 was afraid that my remarks would be too severe, too critical, too personal? 

With respect to the issue of power. 1 believe that from earlier socialization 

and my expenence within the Scottish education system 1 may have had some 

concern or uncertainty about the whole issue of power. Old habits die hard and 

under particular tensions these concems and uncertainties tend to corne to the fore 

again-even when 1 am aware that this current situation is different. In this 

environment there is respect and room for the voice of the student. 

This experience has brought about insights and hopefuily changes. If 1 should 

ever find myself in a similar situation (1 am sure that I will) I intend to use my 

persuasive communication to discuss and clanfy issues and when necessary push the 

buundaries. Maybe a similar challenge will unearth the outlaw. 





A Thoughtful Pause 



Remembeiing: Detachment; A Personal Witness 

The invitation was to look at what we do in Our work environment when we 

£hd the views, values, beliefs or philosophy we have or wish to express are different 

nom the majority of our colleagues or supervisors. 

1 have found myself in this situation and, on many occasions, have felt 

unhappy or dissatisfied with how 1 have handled the situation--usually because 1 have 

left feeling misunderstood or misinterpreted. With this cornes a strong feeling of 

being judged, of having been compartmentalized into a suitable dot of the other's 

thinking. Often, either because 1 do not h o w  or understand or agree with this 

boxing 1 feel misunderstood, misinterpreted, ignored, annoyed, frustrated and 

devalued. It is as if 1 do not fit, rny voice has not been heard or if heard it feels like 

1 have been ignored. 1 have often found myself pushing or pressing the issue but to 

no avail. Trying to clarify or further explain the topic or report the situation by 

using words or language 1 think the others will better understand. I sometimes 

wonder and feel as if 1 am speakhg a different language. 

We can hear only what we want t o  hear ,  o r  what we 
a l ready know and be l ieve ,  we can hear nothing 
d i f f e r e n t ,  nothing new. There are some things we 
can hear only w i t h  great  d i f f i c u l t y ,  only w i t h  
great  pain.  There are things we would l i k e  t o  
hear but we are a lso t o  a f ra id  t o  l i s t e n .  (Levin,  
1989 p.17) 

1 have found that this can often be a scary or dangerous place to stand. As 
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1 am becoming more aware of the reasons why this may be happening and more 

conscious of the difference in the values, the meaning of the lanpage and the ways 

of thinking and knowing. I find it personally l e s  frightening. This awareness and 

understanding in self is empowering. It helps reinforce or validate my stance. 

I am better able to see and 1 have a clearer understanding, even although I 

do not agree, with where the others may be or are coming h. However, the 

question still remains-how can these differences be best handled? Hence my 

interest in the invitation, to the class, to explore this question. 

1 listened intently for a response from the class. Maybe I could get some 

suggestions, some pointers. Did others find or encounter similar problems or 

situation or expenences? 

Initially, individuals withh the class did not respond by sharing persona1 

examples or how they would possibly respond in such situations. 1 was disappointed 

and somewhat fnistrated that as a class we were not taking or utilizing the invitation 

to look at Our own experiences. Rather, ind~dua ls  directed their questions to the 

teacher. Were we diverting to the person we saw as the expert? 1 felt somewhat 

uneasy. AU of a sudden 1 found myseif saying ...." 1 am playing my rescuing role .....". 

Even as I was speaking the words 1 found myself thinking what are you doing? Why 

are you making such a statement? This initial reaction or Schon's (1983, 1987) 

reflection-in- action enabled me to move quickly, although not very eloquently or 

smoothly, to share some persona1 thoughts on the topic. However, 1 still felt uneasy 

and dissatisfied with this interaction. 1 felt it required further exploration. 
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Upon reflection, 1 realized that 1 knew that my statement about rescuing was 

not accurate. It was not truly what 1 intended or wished to say. The teacher did not 

require rescuing. 

1 believe that the resniing was my way of trying to say politely to the class 

that 1 wished to change the direction of the questioning. 1 wished us to look more 

closely at ourselves and Our interactions. 1 wished to call into question Our 

interactions. 

Polileness. Wzy am I so afraid of hurting and offending? 

CYhy do i t h h k  that people are so fiagile or wlnerclble? Why do 

i think that 1 cannot deal with or handle the oiher's fiagiiity or 

wlnerability? Once again, I believe this may stem from my 

concern for faimess and caring and the need or desire to prevent 

hwniiiation. However, am I ako protecting my own fragility and 

wlnerability? Does the vulnerabiidy I see in others heighten my 

awareness of my own vulnerabiüiy and personal stance? 

1 was, also, interested in a more collaborative and collegial approach or 

interaction. A discourse where we ail (the students and the teacher) had an equal 

responsibility in sharing information and answering questions. As 1 write and read 

this 1 wonder if there was or is an issue of power-but 1 do not believe this was the 

issue. Maybe somehow indirectly but certainly not directly. There may, also, have 
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been a tinge of not wishing to put the teacher on the spot 1 believe this cornes from 

my sensitivity and awareness of what it is like to be in the situation that we were 

trying to addrw through the original invitation. 

Again, the issues of faimess and caring are presen t I am always interested 

in trying to see things from the others perspective and to be aware of their 

vulnerability. 

1s this a situation where could have used 

detachment? How could detachment have helped? What 

happened to my resolve, my intent to use my persuasive 

communication to discuss and clarrfy issues and when 

necessaty push at the boundwies? / seem to have a 

sensitiviîy to see the others point of view and their 

vulnerabiIity- However, I need to become better at 

recognning my own-an increased awareness of what is 

happening fo me af any given moment, patticuiarb, when 1 

feel intensdy invoked or most ernbroiled. A degree of 

detachment or a holding back would help et these moments. 

I could remain engaged, but the element of detachment 

would enable me to become more cornposed and thoughtful 

and would help me speak more cleariy on my own behalf. 

This detachment would assist by contributing to the 
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understanding rather than the misunderstanding or the 

misinterpretation that 1 feel or subconsciously contribute to. 

1 believe that reflection following the situation is helpful, as is 

my writings. However, I would Iike to become more practised 

in implemenüng this detachment (as space for thinking 

cleariy) during the time of passionate involvernent or intense 

cornmitment. 1 need to become my own witness. 

Change is essenüal but, unfortunately, this may take 

time. I would prefer thet this change be instant and al1 

encompassing. 1 know fhat change c m  and will happen and 

1 will take responsibility for helping this occur. 

T h e  a c t i o n s  and s t r e n g t h s  r e q u i r e d  for 

detachment are  n o t  u n l i k e  t h e  a b i l i t i e s  and 

f o r t i t u d e  u t i l i z e d  in a whi te-out  on t h e  

mountain.  I have been caught in a whi te -ou t  and 

this has  required much careful manoeuvring over 

some very d i f f i c u l t  t e r r a i n .  Each clinrber has t o  

be mindfu l  and cons idera t e  o f  t h e  o t h e r .  There  

i s  no  room f o r  con fus ion  and misunders tanding .  

I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  the s i t u a t i o n  and communication 

must be c l e a r  and accura te .  On one o c c a s i o n ,  

fo l lowing  a whi te-out ,  I looked  back a t  t h e  

looming mountain w i t h  i t s  narrow r i d g e  and dark 

mgged  c l i f f s  and I commented, " I ' m  g lad  we 

weren ' t  up t h e r e u .  It was then t h a t  I d i s covered  
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that t h i s  was t h e  mountain we had j u s t  

descended-a time for thoughtf ulness . 
There  are a l s o  times dur ing  a w h i t e - o u t  

when it i s  best not  t o  move--the climber(s) just  

sits, pauses ,  and w a i t s  for the most a p p r o p r i a t e  

opportunity f o r  movement. 

ln gohrg back to the origin*l invitation to 

look at wkat wu im in o w  wotk envirmmmt 

pkilowphv w e  h a v e  o+ wish to express are ~ffermt 



A Thoughtful Pause 



Possibilities: Closure; An Opening 

3 have come to a greater understanding and awareness about the depth, the 

possibilities, the complexities and the nature of reflection, through cnticaiiy reflecting 

on/in my practice and my life experiences. 

The narratives, 9 have shared in the preceding chapters, and the multiple 

reflections and interpretations have illuminated the importance of the connections, 

the tensions, the differences and the similarities with/in and between the self and 

others. My personal stance, my awareness of my inner self, is the connection 

between my feelings and my thoughts; the integration of the body, the mind and the 

soul. 3 t  is how 3 stand in relation to myseK others, and what is happening at any 

given moment. This personal stance can inform, and can be informed or enlightened 

through this reflective and reflexive joumey of rnovement and change. 9 have corne 

to see, to hear and to have a greater understanding of the spaces wiWin and 

in/between the relationships--the opportunities for openness and possibilities. 

8eflection has, ako, highlighted for me the significance that the mingling and 

the balancing of the past, the present and the future; the private and the public; 

fairness, justice, power and authority; carïng and respect; and vulnerability and 

personal stance can have on/in my every day activities and interactions. 

The critical questionhg which emerged, initially, in my writings, began, and 

continues to permeate all aspects of my life ..... my research has entered into my very 

being. 3 t  is as if reflection and self-reflexivity have become part of my soul. 
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Seilce Susan Underwood (1989) 9 have heard and listened to my own inner 

voice and having paid attention 3 too realize that this listening ..., questionhg ..., 

responding ... is not for a moment but for a lifetirne. 

The movement and the growth S have gained and the thoughtfulness and the 

tactfulness 9 have/can achieve in my persona1 and professional life continues.. . . .. . . . . 

this is not an ending .At  is a dwelling .... an opening for possibility. 

L i k e  the mountains there is always another rar.ge 

or top to be scaled and w i t h  it  al1 the wonders, 

excitement, s t r u g g l e s ,  r i s k s  and rewards of the 

climb ........ t h e  continuing journey of 

exploration and uncavering.  
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